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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM, PURPOSES, ^: TD DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
I . THE PROBLEM
Hhy the need for Air Force community relations? Ther
e
is a growing awareness in business and industry that a sound
community relations program is basic to a successful public
relations program. Large corporations have, in the past, spent
millions of dollars without benefit because they failed to
recognize this truth. Or, they recognized its truth, ac-
knowledged it by a "policy statement", then, like Mark Twain’s
weather, did nothing about it. Mr. Paul Garrett, Vice
President of G-eneral Motors Corporation, had this to say:
.
.
.we found this out the hard way. It is traditional
CM policy to be a good neighbor in the communities in
which we have contacts. For years we have solemnly told
ourselves that public relations begins at home. However,
for more years than I care to remember we did relatively
little to implement this policy. .. .He didn't realize that
the mere existence of a policy does not insure that it
is put into practice .... Of what benefit was the policy
unless we put it into action?^
He in the Air Force have been guilty, too, of taking our
community relations for- granted, of failing to back up our
talk with action. It is "old hat" these days to say
that an Air Force installation must be a "good neighbor,
1?aul Garrett., "Building G-ood Relations with the Public."
Presentation made at seminar for senior Air Force officers,
Craig Air Force Base, Selma, Alabama, March 24, 1949.
i
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that we must stress community relations 1 ' . The authors have no
quarrel with this thought. It is sound. It is important.
But we feel that there is a great gap between acknowledgement
of this standard and accomplishment of it. l 'Je feel that there
must be more on "how to do it". It is well and good, for
example, to pass along to base PIOs new ideas on community
relations — plans for open houses, charity work, disaster
relief, and the like -- but an idea that is good for one
community may not fill the bill for another. Unless these
ideas are revamped and brought into a focus that will be
effective in a particular community , they will ordinarily fall
short of their mark. Unless the PIO is equipped with a
method — a plan — for approaching community relations, he
cannot hope to give the job more than a "lick and a promise",
a glossing over the surface. At best, Air Force community
relations will be, as it is today, a " cat ch-as- catch- can" oper-
j
at ion that varies directly with the calibre of the individual
PIO and his commander.
If the Air Force is to be successful in combating public
apathy and disinterest, if it is to earn enduring public support,
understanding and confidence, (instead of being tolerated
temporarily as a necessary evil), there must be a sound founda-
tion of community relations. National advertising and publicity
cannot do this job. As was reported by the President's
Committee on Religion and Welfare in the Armed Forces:
"It is significant that where there is a good civilian
program within a community there is a heartening awareness
of servicemen's problems and a sympathetic interest in

3 .
their welfare
Such a program requires skill and training. A start towards
achieving that training is our goal — a goal of dramatic im-
portance if examined in light of the fact that Air Force in-
stallations are located in communities which represent a size-
able proportion of the population of the country.
The subject we have chosen is as tough as a moonbeam to
put a finger on. Little, if anything, has been written
directly on the subject. Throughout we have tried to work with
one guiding principle before us: KEEP IT PRACTICAL] Aware of
the deficiencies of language, we hope that we succeed in trans-
mitting intact all of our ideas. If we do this, even at the
expense of a "badly-aimed- at" principle, our purposes will be
fulfilled.
Our approach has been first to examine the way industry
and the Air Force are handling community relations today. Next
we developed the importance of studying the community and how
to go about it. Finally, we developed a method for conducting
a community relations program, which was our original goal.
II. PURPOSES
Mr. Charles M. Hackett, Director of Public Relations for
E. I. duPont de Nemours Company, speaking of that company's
public relations, said:
"It is our opinion that no public relations program can
^Quoted in Air Force Public Relations Letter, 22 April '49.
*
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succeed on a national basis unless the understanding at
the community level is attained and maintained.
The authors feel that the foundation of Air Force public
relations lies in relationships established with the people who
live 11 next door" to the nearly two hundred Air Force bases.
With Mr. Hackett we feel that no public relations program is
worthwhile unless this foundation is solid.
Eelieving that the emphasis in the public relations of
the Air Force should be placed on community relations, we set
as our goals for this study:
a. To examine current practice in the field of community
relations in industry and in the Air Force.
b. To establish the importance of community relations
within the framework of the overall public relations
program of the Air Force.
c. To develop the importance of, and a procedure for,
studying the community, the procedure to be within
the capability of the PIO at the base level.
d. To formulate a general program in community relations
in the form of a synthesis of the best thinking on
the subject in the Air Force, in industry, and as
held by leading public relations counselors.
One more thing: It is commonplace to hear that
community relations requires no special skill, that it is
simply a matter of "getting along with your neighbors, just
like you do in everyday life." This is emphatically not the
case. As an auxiliary purpose, the authors would like to show
that community relations requires a high degree of skill and
sensitivity and "know-how", based on planning. Careful
^Charles M. Hackett, Letter to authors, 15 Kay 1949.

planning can, in large measure, replace the other ingredients.
We hope to demonstrate that community relations can be planned.
III. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
The following military terms used herein were defined
for the purpose of clarity:
PIO. Public Information Officer (for the sake of
brevity, this abbreviated title was used throughout)
Air Force (Armed Force) unit . A formal organization of
the military services, such as squadron or battalion.
Air Force (Armed Force) element . Any grouping of the
military services, including formal groupings as above. Such
an element can be as small as a recruiting team or as large
as a naval base.
Tenant unit . A unit of one command stationed on a base
belonging to another command.
'
'
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CHAPTER II
INDUSTRY'S COMMUNITY RELATIONS TODAY
I. WHY STUDY INDUSTRY?
No characteristic of today's Air Force stands out more than
consciousness of sound business principles. Seldom do we pass
up an orDportunity to emphasize this consciousness publicly.
Our slogan: "Management Control through Cost Control" reveals
the extent to which thought in the Air Force is dominated by an
awareness of the need for "Cost Consciousness", and simul-
taneously, ad he re nee to sound business principles which have
been proved by American industry.
Logically, the Air Force has turned to industry and
"big business" for assistance and guidance. Methods, practices,
principles, etc. which have been proved sound in the crucible
of business have been adopted by the Air Force. An illustration
of the comparative success of the Air Force program in this
connection is the recommendation made by the subcommittee of
the Hoover Commission which studied the entire Military
Establishment
:
That appropriation structures be developed for all
departments, in general, following the principles proposed
for adoption by the Air Force.
^
4From address by W. Stuart Symington, Secretary of the Air Force
made to Charleston, U. Va., Chamber of Commerce, 20 April
1949.
—'
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Apparently it is accepted beyond question that the Air
Force itself is "big business." The attempt to solve its
problems in accordance with sound business practices is surely
to be commended.
But let us look more closely at the scope of the entire
program. Examine the picture in the light of the question:
"Is the Air Force following the lead of industry in all sound
practices whenever and wherever such practices are applicable?"
We have mentioned previously the growing awareness in
large industrial organizations of the importance of getting
along with people in the plant community. Company after company
learned — often the "hard way" — that overall successful
public relations depends on good relations in the plant
community.
The authors feel that community relations problems, from
overall concept down to routine practice, confronting the Air
Force are similar to community relations problems which con-
front industrial organizations which — like the Air Force —
are big and de-centralized.
II. PROCEDURE WITH THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Our approach was to forward a questionnaire to a number
of selected industrial organizations. A copy of the question-
naire and a list of firms contacted are included as Appendix A.
Our questionnaire was designed to be short in order to
obtain ready answers. It consisted of questions under six
headings :
======^===============

fcj*
1. Community study
2. Community relations principles
3. Methods of determining friction between plants and
communities
4. The place of community relations in the overall
public relations programs of the company
5. Specific examples of "getting the company’s story
across" in its plant communities
6. The importance of the employee in the community
relations program.
Industrial organizations were selected primarily
because they possessed the following characteristics:
1. They were large and decentralized, thereby resembling
the structure of the Air Force in that they were
represented in many communities.
2. They were outstanding in their attention to community
relations problems.
III. THE STATUS OF INDUSTRY'S COMMUNITY RELATIONS
The discussion of the analysis of the replies received
from industry will follow the main headings contained in the
questionnaire
.
Community study . All replies, except one, indicated that a
study of some kind was made of the community for the purpose
of providing information on which to make decisions related to
community relations. These studies varied from one-man surveys
to complete community studies made by professional personnel.
Two firms, both keenly aware of the importance of sound
community relations, use similar methods in studying their
plant communities. Ford Motor Company (which acknowledged
*,
.
.
.
<
quite frankly that it is "new at the game”
)
5
and E. I. Du Pont
de Nemours and Company® utilized trained staff members to make
the study. Both companies emphasize the importance that
restraint must play in a study of a community; i.e., those
conducting a study must do it in a manner which will leave the
community unaware that it _ip being studied. Both companies use
personnel who are skilled in the job.
An outstanding illustration of why to study a community,
why to find out about the attitudes and thoughts of a community,
can be found in the records of General Motors Corporation.
Here is the story in the words of Mr. Paul Garrett, Vice
President
:
"Toward the end of the war we decided that our expansion
program required the building of a new plant in Cincinnati.
Once the decision had been made it seemed to us that all we
needed to do was to acquire a site, put up the plant and
then get some people to work there. We were sadly mis-
taken .... We put the real estate agent to work and before
long had quietly negotiated for the purchase of a number of
parcels of land ... we had our architects prepare plans ...
we thought we were being smart until the day came when we
had to file our plans in the City Hall. Then the storm
broke. Newspapers, civic groups, women's organizations —
all united in blasting us right out of town. Actually, the
reason was .... we hadn't studied their residence and
parking zones." 7
No doubt Mr. Garrett had the aoove incident in mind
when he made the following remarks:
5Robert 0. Dunn, Manager of Community Relations, kord Motor
Company, Letter to authors, May 10, 1949.
^Hackett, Op. Cit .
^Garrett, Op. Cit .
*.
.
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" mvery man in management has his own way of getting a
•feel' of public opinion. Beyond this there is need for
organized means of determining and reflecting opinions,
trends to management ior consideration. We must learn to
take soundings of public thinking that will
off the rocks of popular prejudices. .. .both
and the corporation have a special interest
organized contacts with the thinking public
an
help keep us
the divisions
in maintaining
in each
community. We want
us think and say. ”8
to know what people immediately around
The United States Rubber Corporation has an outstanding
community relations program. The importance of community study
in drawing up a community relations program is revealed by
Mr. Marshall Sewall, Director of Community Relations:
” In answer to your questions regarding community surveys,
our Public Relations department here in New York is
currently making surveys of each plant 1 s community relations
and information activities. Plant managers, industrial
relations people, foremen, production employees, local news-
papermen and other community leaders are questioned. An
individual program for each plant is then drawn up and sub-
mitted for the plant to follow."9
No section of our questionnaire to PIOs created as much
consternation as did the one which had to do with study of the
community. Only a few PIOs indicated they had undertaken a
study of the community -- and in each instance it was an in-
formal, casual affair. It would seem that the Air Force
practice of logical consideration of its problems followed by
business-like solutions could easily be applied to the study of
the community. Industry has led the way in other respects.
Now is the time to follow its lead with respect to its
practices in community relations.
2 Ibid.
gMarshall Sewell, letter to authors, June 13, 1949.
. .
.
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Community relations principles . As a general rule, there was
no indication that industry has arrived at a set of principles
of sound community relations. Evidence existed, however, that
there is an awareness of certain principles, whether or not
they were acknowledged as such in writing.
For example, although not specifically stated as such,
one fundamental principle indicated by all firms was: An
organization must be sound within, or any community relations
program, regardless of how well-conceived ajid conducted, is
doomed to eventual failure .
Another principle recognized in fact is that every
employee is a public relations representative of a company in
the community whether or not the company would like it that way .
The Director of Public Relations for Sears, Roebuck and Company
summed up that company's community relations in the phrase,
n Be a G-ood Citizen."
Another principle worthy of mention was indicated by the
Public Relations Director of Aluminum Company of America:
"An industrial plant is commonly regarded as a collectior
of buildings filled with machinery and production equipment.
We regard the people who run the plant as the most important
part of it. "11
Obviously an objective of a community relations program should
be that of humanizing the individuals who make up the firm.
One principle of community relations which was stated as
10J. G. Moore, letter to authors, 8 June 1949.
•^-J. G-. Taylor, letter to authors, 10 June 1949.
•
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such came from the Director of Community Relations of Ford
Motor Company: "Mass public relations is still largely a
matter of man-to-man contact." 12 This principle was well-
illustrated by an example.
Mr. John Q. Public, subject to a series of high-pressure
advertisements over the radio, television, and in print,
arrives home from work feeling rather kindly towards the Ford
company and its product. After supper he mentions some of his
good impressions to his neighbor, an employee of the local Ford
plant. His neighbor, who doesn’t get along too well with his
boss, responds with unsavory remarks about the company cr the
Ford car. Down goes John Q,. Public's fever to a new low*
This one word-of-mouth impression hits him like a bucket of
cold water. And look what it does to Ford's new product — its
advertising and carefully developed press and radio relations.
In this case the impact of word-of-mouth public relations is
greater than the combined effect of all others. 1 -^
Community-plant friction . A majority of organizations were
reluctant to admit that any friction existed between their
plants and the communities. It was stated in several instances
that "proper conduct of the other phases of community relations
would take care of any friction which might arise." For
^Dunn, Ojo. cit .
•^E. E. Carll, Director of Public Relations, Ford Motor Co.,
"Our Job is Your Job", pC presentation made to company
management meeting, November 2, 1948.
..
.
-
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example, if a study of the community was made as a routine,
daily activity, any friction which might arise would be dis-
covered immediately. Again, if employees were enthusiastic and
contented, they would bring management's attention to any "sore
spots" without delay.
A minority of firms which reported an awareness of the
need for maintaining a method by which points of friction could
be determined showed that it was largely a matter of educating'
employees to pass the information along proper channels to the
level of management charged with handling such matters.
Importance of community relations program to overall public
relations -program . When industry first became aware of the
importance of its public relations, there was a trend towards
conducting the public relations program on a national basis.
The program of many firms was conceived and carried out by a
central agency of the organization — one which approached the
public almost solely from the national point-of-view. This was
done to the exclusion of consideration of the role of community
relations. It was believed that such an approach — i.e., one
using mass media — was the one most likely to influence public
opinion favorably for the corporation concerned.
C-eneral Motors Corporation was one of the first large
corporations to realize that such an approach might have its
drawbacks. For a number of years the company thought that
adoption of a policy of being a good neighbor in its plant
communities was adequate. Here is how one executive tells it:

"We labored under the delusion that if we had a good
community relations policy that was all that mattered.,
were convinced that if anyone criticized our behavior in a^
particular community, it was because they didn't understand
our policy.... Then, we awakened to the fact that, while
our community rela.tions policy was good, our community
relations were not so good... So we revised our whole
approach. .. .We still believed that public relations begins
at home... but we had learned you can't just take the people
you know for granted. "14
As did G-eneral Motors Corporation, other companies
learned that public relations program on a na.tional basis has
no chance of succeeding unless it is based on sound relations
in the plant or store community. Without exception each
company specifically stated that this principle was recognized
as true. It was stated in different ways, but the hard core of
truth was evident in each case. The Director of Public Re-
lations for Sears, Roebuck and Company said: "If our stores
fail to do a good job locally, our overall public relations
program is bound to be weak. "15 An executive of the Aluminum
Company of America said the same thing this way: "If a company
can't get along in its community, it is obvious that its re-
lations with employees, customers, etc., will deteriorate to
the point where it can no longer operate. "16 An official of
Studebaker Company said: "Our community relations are of
paramount importance, for if relations with community are
strained, how can relations with public at large be what they
l^G-arrett, Op. pit.
l^Moore, Co. cit .
-^Taylor, Op . cit .

15 .
should be ? M ^ r
The verdict of industry, then, is that a sound community
relations program is not only of paramount importance, it is
essential to a successful public relations program on a national
scale
.
Specific examples of industry's "getting its story across 11 to
the community . If it were possible to reduce public relations -
and community relations — to a formula which is "sweet and
simple", there is little doubt but that such a formula would
closely resemble the phrase, "Good deeds plus effective
communication." The Air Force hardly has to look to industry
to realize this truth. Good actions are not enough. As in
industry, deeds of the Air Force will be known by the public, so
it is important that the story be told effectively, completely.
In the latter respect the Air Force can look to industry.
In the matter of "getting the story across", it is wise
to point to an all-important point which is brought to the fore
very vividly by the Community Relations manager of R. G.
LeTourneau, Inc.:
"In planning and directing the local community relations
program, we attempt to be cognizant of the fact that it is
quite possible to do a too good job in the way of community
relations, which could very easily react unfavorably towards
the company .... To be specific, a company could acquire a
reputation of attempting to dominate instead of being a good
neighbor and good citizen in the community . "18
-1. A. Berchtold, Department of Public Relations, Studebaker
Company, letter to authors, 17 May 1949.
1SH. N. Johnson, letter to authors, 19 May 1949.
..
I
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Nevertheless, it is necessary that your story be told.
Industry's realization of the importance of community relations
has resulted in a great deal of attention being given to the
field to assure successful community relations. Large sums of
money have been expended by many corporations to pay for study
of communities, preparation of planned community relations
programs, and implementations of these programs.
A majority of the corporations queried utilized all
normal means of "getting its story across" such as newspapers,
radio, house organs (external), and plant tours. It is our
purpose to deal only with outstanding examples of use of these
media, and any other notable means of "telling the story."
R. G-. LeTourneau, Inc., in addition to providing a
company band on invitation from any public organization in the
community, uses an Employee's Chorus, which performs on the
same basis as the band. This company furthers its good stand-
ing in the community by extensive loans of the earth-moving
equipment it manufactures. Such loans are made to worthwhile
civic organizations in the community .-2
The employee magazine of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and
Company is utilized to create a good impression of the company
by telling its story through the activities of the people who
work for the company.
One method used by several companies was to tell its
12 Ibid,
^Hackett. op. clt.

story to the employee family by taking the family on well-
planned tours of the plant. The authors are unaware of any
instance in which Air Force families have been given a "special"
day at the base. Perhaps there have been such days. There
should be many. In the experience of one of the authors, who
once was a project officer for a large Air Force Day open house,
the "Air Force family" is hungry for a real inside look at what
"Dad" does, for in this case, the most interested spectators
were members of families of Air Force officers! and airmen!
It is important here to say a word about open houses.
This method of informing the community is one of the most widely
used by industry. The public is keenly interested in knowing
what goes on inside the plant where its neighbors work. How
does industry go about carrying out this phase of the community
relations program?
As an example, an open house conducted by a plant of the
United States Rubber Company illustrated the intense effort put
into this way of "telling its story." by many corporations.
This event was an open house for employee families. Planning
for it started four months before the scheduled date of the
event. During the four months the tour committee met on six
occasions to discuss arrangements and progress. A script was
written for every person who talked to the visitors. A detailed
schedule of events was drawn up and divided into three parts to
accomodate the crowds. One month before the date letters ex-
plaining the tours were sent to the families who were to make
the visit. Ten davs before the tours :h££=letter s sent

giving details and verifying the date . 21 One hardly needs to
point out that the tours were a success.
Now look at open houses conducted by the Air Force. Ask
yourself: Do you know of any instance into which as much
effort and planning went as into the open house conducted by
the United States Rubber Company? Within the experience of the
authors, the answer would have to be a sad, "No”.
A specific example can be noted of an Air Force open
house visited by the authors. Although the air show was
adequate, the arrangements for handling spectators clearly
showed a decided lack of planning. Cars were parked in such a
manner that spectators were required to walk a mile more
returning to their cars than they did in getting to the field.
This was the result of the closing of a path used earlier in
the day because it was adjacent to a runway which had to be
suddenly placed into use] Inadequate toilet facilities and
exorbitant prices for refreshments were other examples of fail-
ure to plan for even the most basic things] Numerous other
examples could be cited. The good to be obtained from open
houses will not justify the effort they require unless thorough
planning and execution is carried out.
The importance of the emp l oyee to the community relations
program. Sound employee relations is the key to successful
community relations. On this point all of the companies studied
Pi
•‘•Exchange . Community Relations newsletter of United States
Rubber Company
,
4 May 1Q4Q.

were in complete agreement. Statements such as the following
were found, throughout the replies to our questionnaire:
The employee is the key to our community relations
program. ... Belonging is indispensable to human satis-
faction.- 0
he feel that good, employee relations are absolutely
essential to good community relations. 23
The employee is the key to maintaining pleasant
community-plant relations . 24
he recognise our employee as our first public, and they
are the cornerstone of the community relations
program. 25
The authors made an intensive study of one company which
possesses outstanding employee relations. The Hood Milk
Company, the major dairy concern of New England, bases it
community relations program largely on employee relations. One
has only to talk with a few of the employees of the company, as
did the authors, to understand the merits of such outstanding
internal relations. There is no union in the company because
no union can gain a foothold among the proud and contented
employees. And all employees are willing — and quite capable
of — telling the company's story.
But this is not study of employee relations. The
°2punn, op . cit .
R. Boulware, Director of Public Relations, General Electric
Company, letter to authors, 10 May 1049.
~^Berchtold, op. cit .
£bGeorge J. 'Teitzel, Public Relations representative of
Standard Oil Company, personal letter to authors, 27 May
. .
.
-
.
.
.
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foregoing account of its importance is solely to underline the
fact that without sound employee relations, a community
relations program has little, or no, chance to succeed.
It is not the intention of the authors to suggest that
the Air Force is not aware of the importance of having airmen
who can tell the Air Force story honestly and completely.
However, it _is suggested that the Air Force is perhaps in the
position of General Motors Corporation at the point where it
felt that a policy " to have good community relations" was a
substitute for attaining the relations desired!
20
.

CHAPTER III
AIR FORCE COMMUNITY RELATIONS TODAY
I. PROCEDURE WITH THE QUESTIONNAIRE
No study of Air Force community relations would be
complete without an analysis of current practice. As cur
approach to such an analysis, we adopted the following
procedure: We framed a questionnaire and tested it by personal
interviews with PIOs at six different Air Force bases. When we
felt that the questions had been adequately tested for clarity,
and corrected as necessary, we mailed copies of the question-
naire, together with a cover letter of explanation, to one-
hundred eighty-six PIOs. Answers were received from sixty-five
including most major bases. They represent what we feel to be
a comprehensive picture of community relations in the Air Force
today, A copy of the questionnaire and a list of respondents
are included as Appendix B.
What follows is a critical evaluation of current
practice in Air Force community relations as revealed by
answers to the questionnaire. It is, to our knowledge, the
first survey of its kind to be done. We felt that our purpose
would be best served if names and places remained anonymous.
Improvement of method was our purpose here, as it was
throughout this study. This should be borne in mind if the
following discussion appears to be over-critical.

II. THE STATUS OE AIR FORCE COMMUNITY RELATIONS
The following discussion of current practice in Air
Force community relations will be conducted under the six main
headings of the questionnaire:
1. Organization of the Public Information office,
2. Community study and analysis
3. Participation of base in community life
4. Relations of base with other elements of the armed
force s
5. The PIO in Air Force policy-making
6. Miscellaneous
Air Force community relations overseas will be treated
separately at the end of this chapter.
Organization of the Public Information office . With few ex-
ceptions it was reported that Public Information offices are
operating at authorized strength. Many PIOs registered the
complaint that their offices are undermanned, and they felt
that they could do a better and more thorough job if they had
more capable people assigned. At installations where the
commander is quite obviously "sold" on the need for good public
relations the Public Information offices are over authorized
strength.
A good many respondents indicated that they had no
competent stenographer assigned to the office and were forced
to "beg, borrow, or steal" typing assistance from other staff
sections. They explained that this re sulted in their workings
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in many cases, with people who were disinterested and unhappy
because of the extra workload. This is obviously no boon to an
office where neatness and precision in outgoing correspondence
is mandatory.
Training and experience levels among Public Information
personnel ran low, both among officers and airmen. Airmen, in
many instances, were "bodies" to fill authorized positions and
were capable only of filing correspondence and delivering
messages. Highly- trained and experienced personnel could be
found, in the main, only among civilian employees (where the
office was authorized such persons). Notable was Air Materiel
Command's heavy reliance upon civilian personnel for Public
information duties.
We received a letter from a field grade officer with
more than three years' experience in Air Force puolic relations
which we felt was worthy of mention nere. This officer,
currently assigned at a relatively high level, wrote:
Public relations is the most interesting work I have
ever had in the Air Force.... but I see no future for the
individual in it. True, a great deal of good can be done
for the Air Force in public relations work, but when pro-
motions come up, etc., the PIO seems too often forgotten.
The average officer does not understand public relations,
and cannot seem to be made to understand its importance.
Therefore I have requested and am going to School.
Here is an officer with a high level of experience in public
relations (by present Air Force standards) who is — despite
his liking for the work — leaving the field for one in which
he feels he can advance faster professionally] A similar
attitude among PIOs is evident at all levels and is affecting
..
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Air Force public relations in two vital ways:
1. It is keeping capable and we 11-educated people out
of public relations work in the first place, or
2. It is driving capable and partially- trained people
out of public relations once they become aware of
this aspect of the work.
Both of the authors in the past have been advised by
high-ranking officers (not in Public Information work) to "get
out of public relations if you want to get any place." Under
such conditions it is obvious that only those people who are
willing to place the importance of work before personal gain
will remain in Air Force public relations. The authors question
whether the Air Force will ever attain a high level of ex-
perience (or the level of personnel quality required for this
function) among Public Information personnel as long as this
feeling goes unchallenged. To allow this attitude to go un-
challenged is inconsistent with the Air Force's acceptance of
public relations as vital.
All respondents indicated that their offices were at
special staff level and that the PIO was responsible directly
to the commander.
Filing methods were reported to be generally inadequate.
Incoming PIOs must rely essentially on word-of-mouth briefing
on the local situation. This situation would not be nearly so
deplorable if new PIOs had a long "break in" period. Un-
fortunately, however, most PIOs walk into a new assignment as
their predecessor picks up his hat to depart the station, and
the major portion of several years' accumulation of knowledge
•.
•
about the nearby community walks out the door with him.
The job of PIO continues in some instances to be re-
garded as a repository for additional duties, although a
majority of respondents reported that they perform no function
but public relations. In two cases the "PIOs" basic duty is
Air Police officer (J). Several reported their basic duty as
Adjutant; a number still perform basic service as Intelligence
officers, and a goodly number reported additional duties
ranging from Recruiting to Ground Training, and including such
jobs as Historical, Photo, Camp Newspaper, Air Forces Aid
Society, Training Aids, Unit Gas officer, Assistant Adjutant,
Interim Training, and Operations. The worst instance reported
was an officer whose basic duty is Executive officer and who
performs as PIO along with fourteen other dutiesi One officer
reported:
The assignment of PIO is a catch-all for additional
duties. In my own case, although my primary duty is PIO.
I have been saddled with many additional duties.... Of
course I realize that the shortage of officers necessitates
the doubling-up on jobs, that's not my 'bitch'. I do be-
lieve that the job of PIO is a full-time job and that many
commanders do not realize its importance. I cannot do
credit to my work under the present circumstances and I
have to leave many important details unattended.
Community study and analysis . In no case did a respondent
indicate that he had attempted a communitjr survey of the scope
recommended In this study. Only six PIOs reported that any
type of study had been made, and these were very limited.
Quite a few said: ''It sound3 like a good idea," and added:
"But I haven't got the time." The authors felt that this
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general indifference to the need for study of the community is
part of the general attitude reflected in a current directive
on community relations:
It will be assumed that there is no magic formula for
a community relations program and that it does not require
any special skill; that it is essentially a matter of
getting acquainted, making friends, and becoming a part of
the community life.
This directive is not quoted in an effort to ridicule or hold
up for scorn the thinking behind such a statement. It is only
recently that any other attitude towards community relations
has emerged, even in industry. A key to the new feeling in
industry is seen in the statement of the Director of Community
Relations for Ford Motor Company:
We are currently impressed with our own staggering
lack of knowledge on the subject (community relations) .26
"Getting acquainted" "making friends," "becoming a part of
community life" involve more than appear on the surface of
these phrases, as will be revealed in Chapter IV, "Getting to
know the community"; while there is indeed "no magic formula",
experience would indicate that there is "special skill".
Participation of the base in community life . Almost all
respondents answered "Yes" to the question: "Do you consider
your command an active part of the community?" A large number
gave as their reason that many of the assigned personnel "live
in the community". Second among the reasons given was the
coDunn, op. cit .

explanation: "We have a big payroll which is spent in the
community," or "We're the largest employer in the area." While
the authors feel that these two reasons are valid in a sense,
they take exception to the attitude that a large payroll, for
example, can make an Air Force base an "active part of the
community." This feeling reverses the emphasis, poses the
community rela.tions problem as one for the community. It
implies an approach to the townspeople, in effect: "You keep
us happy, we're a big addition to your economy]"
One FIO gave as his reason for his base being an active
part of the community: "We're the sole Air Force representa-
tive in the area." And only a few respondents seemed to hit
upon the proper emphasis with the answer: "Yes. We consider
ourselves citizens of . We identify ourselves as
closely as possible with all phases cf community life." It
seems that these answers indicate the need for a revision of
basic thinking in Air Force community relations .
A heavy preponderance of answers showed that the civic
groups worked with most closely are Chambers of Commerce, that
heaviest emphasis was on relations with organizations of this
type. Here again is an indication of a weakness in Air Force
community relations. It cannot be stated too strongly that,
while the Air Force installation should work with the local
Chamber of Commerce, such cooperation is not enough and should
be carefully balanced by similarly well developed relations with
many other groups. In most instances, Chambers of Commerce

represent only a minor, even though significant, proportion of
a city's population.
Host of the answers revealed that relations with civic
groups were begun haphazardly and without specific purpose.
Many responded that they worked with these groups because
"relations were already started when I got here." Another big
reason was that "they initiated relations" or "they requested
a speaker, or something and we got to know them." Some gave as
their reason that relations were begun "because of mutual
interests." A few gave the reason "to better relations with the
community", and one PIO answered:
Sometimes because of mutual interests, sometimes because
they asked for help from us, and sometimes because we made
a genuine effort to secure their friendship and under-
standing.
There was no indication that relations with civic groups were
based on a careful appraisal of the groups' significance in the
community, their membership, or the civic duties they were per-
forming.
Most PIOs were in agreement that the best method of
maintaining contact with civic organizations is by personal
visits. A sergeant at a southern base summed it up:
Nothing can replace personal contacts .... If they know
what I look like, and just who I am, it is a lot better than
my being a 'telephone voice'. Each time I go into town I
try to find time to drop in on one cr more persons. If I
do nothing more than talk for a few minutes it does two
things that I think are very important: 1) It reminds that
person of me and refreshes his awareness of my office and
the type of work we do, and 2) It gives me a chance to keep
up with events in town, future planning, and — when the
occasion presents itself — to offer help.

Sever?! bases have an interesting method of maintaining
contact with civic organizations. They have arranged for a
standing invitation for several members of the command to
attend luncheon meetings of the various clubs. One base sends
two airmen and two officers to each meeting of the local
Kiwanis and Rotary. This pattern is reversed at a few in-
stallations where the commander and his staff entertain one day
a week at a luncheon for key citizens or entire civic groups,
working in a base tour in the afternoon.
No respondent showed that he had a method for periodic
contacts or check-up that would assure that no civic group was
overlooked fcr long periods of time.
Commanding officers were revealed to run from hot
through luke-warm to cold in their participation in community
activities. One commander is a Director of The Red Cross in
his community. Almost all will address groups when requested.
A certain number -are active in charity and other civic work.
One is active with the Air Scouts. One PIO said that his
commanding officer will take part "in everything that is of
benefit to the community." Quite a few engage in golf and
other sports at local country clubs. Seme are ^ell-known at
Rotary and Kiwanis. And, again, a good many are active with
the local Chamber of Commerce.
It is significant that no respondent indicated that his
commander moved on any but the "highest" social levels of his
community. One PIO offered the information: "The lowest we
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go in participation by the C.O. in community activities is the
Chamber of Commerce, never below that level." The authors feel
that this points up a serious gap in community relations,
is traditional that the military officer will move only in the
highest social order. There are few commanding officers who
will break with this tradition. Yet the requirements of
effective community relations demand that the commander throw
off this mantle and take an entirely new point of view.
Key political figures have long recognized the value of
humility. An invitation to speak before a local labor union
should, as a rule, be accepted, and delivered , as graciously as
one to speak before the Daughters of the American Revolution!
A dinner meeting of the other- side-of-the-tracks Third Ward
Men's Club is as significant in its own way as one with the
Chamber of Commerce, In some towns, organizations and leaders
not on the highest level may be more important for Air Force
community relations than those on the highest level; they are
always sufficiently important to require a place in the program.
The Salvation Army appeals must be treated equally with those
of the Red Cross. We hear a great deal of talk about the Air
Force belonging to the American people: there are a great deal
more "little" people than "big" ones. If we are to do more
than lip service to community relations, if we are to make our
Air Force installations truly a part of American communities,
we must raise our sights to include more of the people who
support us through their taxes and — in time of war — their
-
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From a completely practical point of view, this is not
only necessary to be ’’democratic" or "open-minded", it is vital
to effective community relations. Leaders in the fields of
;
education and industry and national leaders have become in-
creasingly aware of the growing significance of the "little"
man.
There were few indications that airmen and officers make
an important contribution to the communities in which they
serve and live. Most of the respondents stated that personnel
participated mainly in athletic and social events. The same is
true of their wives and dependents. Only a very few mentioned
welfare work, charity, Parent-Teacher associations, or youth
activities such as scouting.
The authors do not want to turn the Air Force into a
charity and welfare organization, but the facts reveal that we
are not doing even a reasonable share of the work in the com-
munities we call home. Unquestionably our survey fails to show
the individual, isolated cases where Air Force people are doing
their part as responsible citizens, but the hard truth remains
that — as a general rule — we go our way accepting and ex-
pecting the services of the community without appreciably help-
ing to maintain or improve them.
We pride ourselves on our material contributions to
charity, but how many of us really get out and do some of the
footwork for charity? We send our children to community schools
complain if the schools are inferior, but — as citizens — how
=
many of us engage actively in helping to mgka better?
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It is true that a soldier must hold himself ready for
duty twenty-four hours a day. But a realistic appraisal will
show that we work eight hours a day like everybody else. Isn't
it time that some of us, at least, share our spare time with the
community? What of our Officers' Wives and Non-Commissioned
Officers' Wives Clubs — isn't it time they did something more
beneficial to the community than play bridge and discuss flower
arranging? The isolated examples of Air Force community con-
tributions serve only to spotlight glaringly the deficiencies.
We asked if special staff officers i\Tork closely with
their civilian counterparts in the community (e.g. commander
with the mayor, chaplain with the local clergy, provost marshal
with police, etc.). There was a resounding "Yes” from all over
the Air Force. The list of suggested relationships submitted
by PIOs mahes interesting and idea-laden reading and is included
as Appendix C.
Respondents said that they discovered sources of friction
between military and civilians largely through personal contacts
with news media, civic officials, chambers of commerce, and
civic and fraternal organizations. Some said they watch the
local news comment. A good number indicated they discover
friction through contacts with local police or from the Provost
Marshal's "blotter". One PIO indicated! that he also watches
the Officer of the Day report. Tips from men in the unit or
civilian employees are used. One base conducted an attitude
survey among assigned personnel and picked up some points of
-both-^internal and external friction.

Several PTOs said they watch for complaints via mail and
telephone. This is an excellent source of information but a
common failure here is the practice of writing letters of ex-
planation or apology and failing to take steps to remove the
source of friction. Investigating and correcting the situation
that led to the complaint is more important than answering the
complaint, although both should be done of course.
No respondent mentioned that he used a thorough, routine
method, the kind of method that is needed if friction points
are to be discovered before that friction has arrived at an
advanced stage. G-ood community relations, like all public re-
lations, should be primarily preventative and only secondarily
remedial. Little points of friction between the military and
the community can add up to a tremendous total. Raymond Miller,
a well-known public relations practitioner, pointed out two
concrete examples to the authors: At a wartime air installatior
near his California home a number of military personnel "seemed
to take great delight in driving their cars along the muddy
roads from the base to the main highway in such a way as to
splash mud on the townspeople walking along the road," Dr.
Miller said. "There was a great deal of talk about it in town.'
No Air Force commander would tolerate this conduct if he knew
about it . The point is, how would he ever know about it except
through chance, unless there was an established method for
discovering friction.
In another case, personnel from the same base x-xere
causing a major crisis in the local haberdasheries just after
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the war in Europe ended and there was rumor that service men
would soon be allowed to don civilian clothes. Rushing into
town after hours, airmen and officers kept sales clerks well
past tlieir closing hours. Again, there was a lot of derisive
comment among townspeople. Dr. Miller said: "These fellows
probably only wanted somebody to talk to, but they certainly
made a lot of people mad." How would you find out about this
except through chance? It's trivial, yes, but a sore point
that can fester. And it is a sore point that could be easily
removed, if you knew about it .
Relations with Reserve personnel in adjacent communities
were rated generally fair to good by respondents. Only a few
PIOs felt that this relationship could be rated "excellent".
It is significant here that almost every base reporting in-
dicated that Reservists were offered associate memberships in
Officers' and Non-Commissioned Officers' clubs, but only a few
actually went out of their way to make sure Reservists took
advantage of this opportunity and were made to feel like "one
of the family" when they visited the club. There is no ques-
tion that this most valuable single contact in communities
adjacent to Air Force installations is still being slighted.
The feeling of "belonging" — of being "one of the team" — is
j
rapidly disappearing among Air Reservists. . While relations
with Reservists are not a primary responsibility of the PIO, he
should take positive steps to win them back before the breach
widens too far for repair.
Quite a few respondents^ Indicated that some kind of
..
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civilian-military advisory committee operated in adjacent com-
munities, but most agreed that these committees either were not
kept busy or they were ineffective. A large number of Chamber
of Commerce-sponsored advisory committees were reported; almost
all of these being called Military Affairs Committees.
One mid-western base reported an unusual sort or civilian
advisory committee setup. The group — composed of the county
health officer, chief of police, city manager, secretary and
president of the Chamber of Commerce, sheriff, county attorney,
a representative of the highway patrol, and the editor of the
local newspaper — meets once each month for lunch at the base
Officers' Club to discuss mutual problems. The commanding
officer and his staff are present at each of the meetings, and
it has been a satisfactory arrangement to date.
Relations of base with other elements of the Armed Forces . Of
those PIOs reporting that other units of the Air Force were
stationed in the community area (either on or off the base) only
a few mentioned that any problems had arisen from this closeness.
A more realistic appraisal came from those PIOs who reported
that news media often contact the wrong PIO for answers on news
"leads”. The authors' experience also shows that it is often
difficult to determine who is handling what in this situation.
Reporters or other seekers-of-information who get shuffled
around a few times in an uncoordinated mess like this will have
anything but a kindly attitude toward the Air Force. It is
treatment like this that results in mass condemnation of
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"government red tape." Tine FIO of a major command had this to
say:
The presence of other Air Force units in the area or on
the base creates a problem of responsibility. We have been
forced to define responsibility for public relations
coverage and control rather strictly in order to prevent
duplication of effort. 27
A good example of the type of difficulty lack of co-
ordination and delineation of public relations responsibility
among Air Force units can cause was seen early this Spring. A
B-36, with its electrical system out and unable to lower its
landing gear, circled a New England air base all one night to
burn out the gas load before attempting an emergency landing.
The ship was in radio contact with the base tower. No base
Public Information personnel were available to answer reporters
repeated questions. The PIO of another Air Force unit "tobk
over" in the emergency. He represented a medium level command
headquarters, was actually unfamiliar with working with
reporters, and was apparently uncertain as to what action to
take. Because the base was notified that the aircraft was
classified "Secret", the FIO in question did not reveal any
facts to the newspapers until after the ship had landed the
next morning. The local papers — "faking" the story for lack
cf information — "played" it under the headlines: "Mystery
Ship Circles Area All Night, Hundreds of Local Citizens
27He was referring to public relations re sponsibility in the
locale of the command headquarters, yet at outlying bases
of the same command the same problem existed without any
policy being laid down.
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Terrified." A miner incident (to the townspeople) turned into
a bad press and bad community feeling through lack of co-
ordination.
(Incidentally, a good rule of thumb on what to release
when classified materiel is involved like this is: ',/hen the
public can see it, tell them about it. In this case, no viola-
tion of security would have been involved if a simple explana-
tion of the difficulty had been released, as was eventually done )
The PIG for a western base reported:
Cooperation (between Air Force units) prevents duplica-
tion of functions, maintains a unified policy, and fits
each unit into its part of the general Public Information
picture. It has taken careful planning and indoctrination
to keep tenant units from carrying out an independent and
conflicting Public Information program. They often feel
rather alien to the base and either resent whet appears to
be neglect cr equally what they consider undue interference
with their activities .
Another PIO said that tenant units seem to feel they get a
"bad shake" on housing and other services. These two cases
point up a problem in internal relations that can effect com-
munity relations very seriously. A member of a tenant unit who
is dissatisfied with conditions on the base presents a somewhat
puzzling picture to the community. The community resident, who
thinks of all base personnel as "Air Force people", is confused
when this dissatisfied person "knocks" the local base, when he
says: "That lousy outfit is snafu-ed." The man making the
statement may actually be contented with and proud of his own
unit or the Air Force, yet when he refers to "that lousy out-
fit" (meaning, to him, "the base"), it means "the Air Force" to
..
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the bewildered civilian. Who can blame the civilian in this
case for thinking: "The Air Force must be a rotten outfit, even
the people in it don’t like itj”
It bears repeating that the problem of getting along
with tenant units is an important and vital personnel problem
that can sabotage an otherwise good community relations
program.
The presence of other units of the Armed Forces in the
community area creates its problems too. Obvious lack of
liaison — social as well as official — must be disquieting to
the civilian populace who have been reading about inter- service
bickering. Yet only one PIO mentioned that the presence of
other Armed Force units created problems. He confined his
remarks to problems of publicity, noting that there was com-
petition for publicity and, on the other side, that "the press
tries to pit one service against the other."
Significant was the complete lack of comment on attempts
at cooperation other than in celebrations, etc. The creation
of an Armed Forces Day to replace the individual service
anniversaries will probably relieve this situation, but it
remains for the services to cooperate at community level in
activities other than parades and celebrations.
The use of a PIO Council at San Antonio is an out-
standing example of inter-service public relations cooperation.
The PIO Council, composed of about thirty-five Public Informa-
tion people from the Armed Force units in the area., meets

periodically to iron out details of cooperation, liaison, -
areas of public relations responsibility. This arrangement
been very successful in presenting a united front to the
civilians in the area.
nd
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The FIO in Air Force policy-making" . In their replies to the
question "Do you participate in policy-making in your command?"
respondents were split. About half indicated that they do
participate, the other half split their answers between an out-
right "No" or a modified "Yes". The group modifying their
affirmative answers all mentioned that they participate 11 only
in the formation of public relations policy ." If we one to
"call a spade a spade" we must face up to the fact that this
indicates a failure on the part of commanders, a failure to
realize the significance of public relations.
The practice of calling in the PIO only when "public
relations policy" is being made simply does not square with
reality. Business management in the United States is coming
more and more to realize that the public relations practitioners
were not "lining their own nests" when they cautioned that
nearly everything a company does involve s the public .
It cannot be stressed overmuch that nearly everything an
Air Force installation does also Involves the public . Every-
thing from scheduling and flying of aircraft, to planning for
and conducting maneuvers, to settlement of claims has a distinct
and obvious public aspect. As long as Air Force commanders
whose staffs spend months studying and formulating plans
.
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continue to feel that the PTC can be brought up-to-date and
perform in any kind of an advisory capacity after a five
minutes' brief ing. .. as long as this type of thinking towards
public relations continues, Air Force public relations will
fall short of the desired standard. This type of thinking will
prevent the Air Force from ever having a competently-trained
core of public relations practitioners, for trainees will lose
heart long before they ever become competent. They will drift
into fields where "occupational hazards" are lower and oppor-
tunity for professional advancement are higher.
We asked what action PIOs take when higher headquarters'
policy operates against the best interests of community re-
lations. Again the respondents were split. About half said
that they make a study of the situation and send a report of
recommended changes to the higher echelon via their monthly
activities report or a special report. The other half stated
that they take no action; said: "It never happens," or
mentioned that they discussed it with their commanding officer,
where — apparently — it dies.
Strangely enough, one of the PIOs who responded: "It
never happens" told us this story during a personal interview
held before he had mailed in his questionnaire, When United
Services Organization was revitalized some months ago, USO
headquarters announced that a USO unit would be opened in a
certain community near the base in question. It so happened
that of the three cities equidistant from the base, the city
chosen for the USO unit was the least -popular with the
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personnel stationed at the base. (USO headquarters had picked
this city because it was the post office address for the in-
stallation). After this announcement had been made from USO
headquarters by a press release, an attitude survey was taken
on the base. The personnel were nearly unanimous in their choice
of another city as the site of the USO unit. The press in all
three cities was aware of the whole picture, including the
attitude survey, and was giving the base a break by waiting for
a decision before "breaking” the story. The subject was dis-
cussed for some time, everybody was afraid to offend the citi-
zens of the city originally chosen. In the end, the USO offices
were established in all three cities in ouestion.
The point is that a complete and detailed report of this
situation would have been valuable to USO headquarters, would,
help them avoid other embarrassing mistakes in locating units.
Within the Air Force itself, higher headquarters cannot
possibly make policy that takes into consideration every possibli
contingency in the widely- scattered field, nor do staff officers
at these higher headquarters pretend they can. These staff
people need the frank reports of the people in field in order to
guide their thinking. Perhaps they cannot revise a decision
that has already been made but a full report of the situation
can help in other cases. Successful public and community re-
lations depend vitally on the free flow of information up and
down through the chain of command. If the information fails to
go "up", regardless of the reason, an organization's public
relations suffers.
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Two PTOs gave us examples of reports they made when
higher headquarters policy conflicted with the best interests
of community relations. In one case a March of Dimes collection
at the base had to be turned in to national headquarters but
local March of Dimes officials requested that the collection be
turned in as part of the community contribution. Why not? It
should be; all charity collections by an Air Force base should
be turned in to the local drive headquarters. This PIOs report
can form the basis for an Air Force-wide policy on charity
contributions.
Another case reported was one in which a iet fighter
squadron was to be moved temporarily into a base for partici-
pation in an air defense exercise. Rumors of all descriptions
flooded the adjacent community. Higher headquarters forbid
release of any information on the exercise by the base PIO, who
was continually embarrassed by his inability to " scotch" the
rumors. A local merchant, for example, seriously considered
stocking one thousand men's suits in anticipation of "the
arrival of a new group at the Base," and asked the PIC ls ad.vice
on the matter. Even after the arrival of the fighters, when
the townspeople could see and hear the "jets", release of in-
formation was still prohibited. The base FIO continually
"hounded" higher headquarters for permission to release a
simple explanation. Finally, after the aircraft had been at
the base for a short while, release of information was approved.
If the PIO had docilely accepted the restriction and had not
kept hammering at higher headquarters, an awkward situation
_
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between base and community would have resulted. Freedom to
report when higher headquarters policy conflicts with the best
interests of community relations is vital.
Reports like these can assist higher headquarters in
planning. As long as information from "below 11 is withheld at
any level of command the planners at higher echelons can only
assume that everything is going along fine in the field.
On the question "Do you utilize USAF authority to go
'out of channels' in public relations matters?" there was
general agreement. The vast majority of PIOs replied in the
affirmative, many taking the opportunity to mention that this
action usually takes the form of contacting PIOs at other head-
quarters. Relations between PIOs were reported to be extremely
cordial at all levels.
The authors got the impression from those PIOs voting
"No" to this question that actually the authority to go "out of
channels" is unrealistic, depending, as it does, on the local
option of the commander. If the PIO is incapable of creating a.
good working relationship with his commander, or if. regardless
of the PIO's capabilities, the commander is one who wants all
"company business" to operate "by the book"
,
then the authority
to "go out of channels" is meaningless.
Miscellaneous . Respondents varied in their estimates of what
proportion of his time the base PIO should devote to community
relations. Quite a number estimated that the base PIO should
spend one hundred per cent of his time on community relations,
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explaining that everything he does can be properly classified
only under that heading. The lowest estimate was twenty-five
per cent and only three respondents indicate a figure less than
fifty per cent. The average of all the answers showed that in
the opinion of Air Force FICs themselves, seventy per cent of
base PIO's efforts should be given to community relations.
We asked: "How much of your time hs devoted to com-
munity relations?" Of the FIOs who answered this question, the
average estimate of time actually devoted to community rela-
tions was thirty- six per cent , or half of what they estimated
should be devoted to it. While the respondents’ estimates
were not necessarily made with split-hair precision, they do
indicate an Air Force-wide average.
Why the difference?
The FIOs themselves gave the answers: "Too much paper-
work," and "not enough trained people." Whatever the reasons,
it is obvious that not enough stress goes into Air Force
community relations.
We received many good examples of "getting your story
across to the community," and we will discuss three out-
standing cases.
One was "Operations Bussle" (sic) put on by the
Officers' Wives' Club. Civilian clubwomen from the nearby
community were brought to the base on a tour, a luncheon at the
Officers' Club, and an informal get-together afterwards. At
the latter the women got to know each other and carried on

discussion of methods of cooperation in community affairs.
This installation has an excellent arrangement for tours,
local clergy was brought to the base on one occasion and had
lunch with the commanding officer, who talked with them,
he could readily explain why, for example, pilots — especially
Reservists — have to fly on Sunday. The PIC at this base
reports that these tours have been very successful in getting
the town to know the base — and vice versa!
When a fighter wing received its orders to move from its
base in west Texas to a base in Louisiana, the wing PIO came
up with a brilliant idea. Key press and radio representatives
and civic officials from the new community were flown to the
west Texas base to get acquainted with the wing personnel.
"It's paid off handsomely for us," the PIC reported.
A southeastern fighter base adjacent to a city of forty
thousand people managed to get sixty thousand people to an Air
Force Day open house! This remarkable feat was accomplished
only through extensive planning and cooperation on the part of
all. There was the usual publicity, except that it was in-
tensive. Speakers toured the entire area, around the base. Boy
Scouts — fifteen hundred strong -- were invited as special
guests. Ministers were asked to invite their congregations.
Although the theme of the open house was "This Is Your Air
Force", the day was shared with the community. High School
bands and veteran groups paraded. Everybody was "in on it."
They are still talking about it down there!
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He asked a prominent public relations practitioner
(whose name we are not permitted to mention) his opinion of Air
Force community relations. He said he felt that bases seem to
make community relations a "one-time shot." It is easy to get
in the habit of hanging your community relations on the peg of
one all-out effort annually. The kroner os I Ip a continuous
,
planned day-by-day activity . The big open house or series of
tours can be used to puntua.te the program, but community rela-
tions cannot be a series of disconnected events. In our final
chapter we present what we feel is a workable method for
achieving that goal — planned community relations.
III. NOTES ON AIR FORCE COMMUNITY RELATIONS OVERSEAS
There has probably never been an army of occupation, of
any nationality, which proved to be an instrument of
favorable propaganda for its country .... Discuss this subject
with the long-suffering citizens of European cities today
and you might almost conclude that the United States’ forces
in Europe had been a rather potent ’instrument of anti-
American propaganda. ’ 28
A relatively small minority can give us (the'U.S. Army
and the American people) a bad reputation that will take
our country a long time to overcome. It is an unfortunate
feet that any group is judged not only by the good behavior
of the majority, but on the misbehavior of the few. It is
a universal tendency to remember the bad and forget the
good. .. .Each day we are building up an impression upon
Allied peoples, and this impression is largely founded upon
the character of our personnel and official contacts with
them. 29
He received only a few returns from foreign installations
28Leland Stowe, TIM le Time Noma ins (N. Y.
,
A. A. Knopf, 1947).
pp. 109-110.
~/J Ibid.
. p. 110, quoting; General Dwiaht D. Elsenhower.

of the Air Force. Highly significant was the almost total
absence of stress on relations with foreign nationals. This waii
true of all but those Air Force units on United States posses-
sions where relations with adjacent peoples are part of long-
established custom. But in the countries of both our former
allies and enemies alike, ” community relations” is a term un-
known. Apparently there is an assumption that an ostrich- like
obscurity is the best pattern to follow. We received replies
that included numerous remarks such as ”Not applicable at this
overseas base", and "Our job is to keep the troops happy and
tell the folks at home what they're doing.” As for relations
with foreign nationals, the consensus of opinion was: "That's
the job of Military Government and is governed by strict
regulations .
”
The authors' knowledge is admittedly limited when it
comes to regulations and directives governing relations between
United States military personnel and foreign nationals. Un-
doubtedly, these directives differ in various overseas areas.
It is not our purpose to cover this phase of the subject in
detail. As a matter of principle, however, the attitudes of
the overseas PIOs as revealed by their answers, are not consis-
tent with fact. The fact is that the government of the United
States itself is committed to a policy of demonstrating
democracy in each of its occupied countries .
The most effective instrument, whether it be for us or
7 .
against us, of that policy, is the American in uniform. Americsvn

soldier, sailor, and airman are, to the foreign nationals, the
United States. Our actions, our attitudes, our appearance —
everything we do -- is witnessed daily by these former allies
or former enemies. The uniform marks us, and we represent the
largest body of Americans overseas. In this respect, it makes
no difference that i\Te are military — first and foremost, we
are Americans .
Here is what the Milwaukee Journal had to say about the
desecration of the sta.tue of a Cuban national hero by three
American sailors:
Apologies have been offered. But the damage is not
easily undone. The impression left is not easily erased...
the Cubans are not apt to rationalize the incident, or stop
to realize that the drunks in uniform were certainly not
typical of American navy men, and not wholly responsible...
Every individual American abroad is an ambassador of good
will or bad will. But the American in uniform becomes more
conspicuous, more easily indentifiable
,
and assumes a some-
what official status in foreign eyes, and so has it within
his power to win more good will or bad will abroad than the
ordinary civilian traveler. 30
Achieving exemplary conduct by American troops abroad is
no simple task. Many complex influences bear on the individual
man in uniform to turn him away from the " straight and narrow"
path. We aren't so naive as to suggest that a panacea, for
solving the problem of conduct of troops overseas can be found
in the realm of community relations.
But it does appear that more activity of a straight
community relations nature is needed at Air Force bases over-
seas. Certainly more can be done than was indicated. Me are
5
-Quoted in the Chris t ian Sclence--Ma&jytfig3= Arri.l—9, 39 -43 =
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aware that limitations and restrictions on activities exist in
occupied areas. Yet somebody thought of the splendid idea of
teaching German children how to play baseball. In Japan a
group of civilian employees participated actively in running
an orphanage, and a group of dependent wives joined together
to explain western culture to Japanese women. There must be
other activities of this nature that Can be done.
The shortcomings, aside from those which are the result
of restrictive regulations, appear to be largely a matter of
attitude. We hope that our PIOs overseas, as a rule, operate
in a more enlightened atmosphere than the PIO who wrote:
First, our PIO policy here is passive. That is to say
that we do not seek publicity of any kind.
Second, though we seek no publicity, nevertheless we
cooperate completely with any news media requesting in-
formation.
Third, we do cooperate locally by furnishing speakers
whenever requested. I believe that you can appreciate our
position here. We feel that the least notice we attract
the better.
Remember, we were asking about community relations
activities; "publicity" is decidedly not -what we meant. We
agree that "the least notice we attract the better" may be a
worth;/ aspiration but we fear that the chances of slipping a
few hundred American airmen into a foreign community without
attracting attention are as slim as peeling potatoes with a
meat cleaver, which is another way of saying that you will have
community relations, like it or not.

CHAPTER IV
GETTING- TO KNOW THE COMMUNITY
Before going into a discussion of how to conduct a
community relations program, we feel that it is necessary first
to look more deeply into the nature of a community — what it
is, the importance of knowing it, what to know about it, and
hoTtf to discover these things.
VJhy is this necessary?
Little of practical value has been written directly to
the public relations practitioner to guide him in community
relations work. Our investigation revealed that a major short-
coming in Air Force community relations is a failure to study
the community. He feel that this failure is due to the lack of
a practical guide on how to go about it. The following dis-
cussion is an attempt to provide the needed guide.
I. WHAT IS A COMMUNITY?
The term " community" is defined in so many different
ways that, to have a common understanding, we should first de-
fine what we mean by a community. Each sociologist has his own
definition of the term, and each varies in some degree from
others.
We have developed for our purpose a definition that we
feel fits most closely the common understanding of what a
50 .

community is:
A community is a group of people living together in a
specific area sharing mutual interests and a way of life;
an area within which the members of the adjacent Air Force
installation live, work, and play.
Briefly stated, we can say that a community is the city
or town with which the air base ’’does business." Each base has
an adjacent town which it considers "its" community —
Randolph Field and San Antonio, Maxwell Field and Montgomery,
March Field and Riverside. To assure complete clarity we have
given our defined community the title "base town."
While we have defined the community (or base town) as
being a group of people in a specific ares, these people are
also part of and subject to the influences of other geograph-
ical, social, and economic areas. These areas are themselves
often referred to as "communities." We must take account of
these other influences on the people of our base town. As one
author said:
Each person is an amalgam of .. .far-flung influences.
Wherever he goes he carries with him this great cultural
load. . . .Nobody can get at him, talk to him, tell him any-
thing except in relation to this burden . c ~
A community relations program wTill bog down unless these
different influences are considered. Without this type of
approach a program would be based in large measure on
intuition, "hunches", and pre-conceived notions.
31 Stuart Chase, The Proper Study of Mankind
.
(New York:
Harper and Erothers, 1948). pp. 73-74.

There are six distinct areas, including our base town,
smaller than the nation as a whole and possessing certain
characteristics of a community. PIOs should be familiar with
these areas. Not every member of our base town is also a
member of these other "communities", as will be seen. But it
is necessary that we discuss each of the areas so that we can
be prepared to recognize them. Each has some influence on its
members, influence that builds codes and beliefs and a way of
life unique to those people. Each has some elements of social
organization similar to a base town. It seems evident that a
community relations program keyed to a knowledge of these
influences will be more effective than a program unaware of
them.
These six areas, also often spoken of as "communities",
are
:
1. The region
2. The sub-region
3. The state
4. The metropolitan area
5. The base town
6. The neighborhood
The re den
. Classically, the United States is divided into six
regions (Northeast, Southeast, Middle States, Northwest, South-
west, and Far Nest). 7e used "classically" advisedly, because
authorities are split in their opinions on this
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subject. 32 Certain industries and most Federal agencies chose
a re-grouping of the country for administrative purposes into
nine or eleven or even fifteen '’regions” to take advantage of:
1. Existing lines of communication
2. Geographical and economic structure
3. Existing relationships between groups and individuals
(social structure)
These three factors make such re-groupings profitable by
facilitating the solution of problems in transportation, com-
munication, sales, public relations, etc.
It is impossible for us to recommend any of the available
lists of United States regions. Any listing we suggested would
be subject to debate. The PIC on the ground, however, can in-
vestigate this field on his own. From the vantage point of the
individual base PIO, it should be relatively easy to figure out
the boundaries of the region his base town is in.
It is important that we look for these regional develop-
ments, for they offer us an essential minimum tool for planning
our community relations work. Regions represent different
views of life, thought, and interests. With unique economic
and political purposes, the region is actually a banding-
together for selr-nelp end self-development
.
32An entire study could be devoted to the subject of United
States regionalism. If the reader is interested in further
investigation he is referred to the publications of the
National Resources Planning Board and to The Case for
Regional Planning
,
(New H^ven: Yale University Press, 1347
prepared by the Directive Committee on Regional Planning,
Yale University. ===

Regions develop their own leaders. People in the region
54
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have special loyalties. A by-product is a very definite
regional personality and philosophy. Ignorance or disregard of
these special features can ruin an otherwise good community
relations campaign. This was demonstrated several years ago
when an experienced and highly-regarded fund-raising team from
New York City produced a complete failure for a New England
town. This group based its work on the erroneous assumption
that "people are people no matter where you find them." They
failed because they overlooked regional differences.
It is easy to fall into a. trap in analyzing regional
personality. An almost certain sign that appraisal was too
fast and efficient is when the person analyzing a region
believes that the regional personality falls into stereotyped
patterns. Thus we have the New England "Yankee", whose legend-
ary characteristics of pinch-penny thrift, close-mouthedness,
suspicion of strangers, and so forth make him a "hard man to do
business with." Close observation has revealed in many cases
that the "Yankee" of New England is nothing at all like this.
Pre-conceived notions about regional personalities will pull
the underpinning from a community relations program.
The sub-regl on . In certain parts of the country geographical,
economic, socia„l and other influences have resulted in the
appearance of sub-regions. These are sometimes only part of
one state; in other cases they cut across state boundaries.
t
You can look for them especially where there is a valley, such
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as California's Santa Clara and San Joaquin valleys, where
common problems and purposes bind the people together. The
Missouri and Mississippi river valleys are examples, although
each is ordinarily thought of as several sub-regions.
Sub-regions are by no means confined to valley country,
however; there are industrial sub-regions, too, such as the
Pittsburgh coal-steel producing area. Maine's Aroostook county
is a sub-region, as is the Panhandle of Texas. At any rate —
find them where you will -- look for a philosophy of life and
a set of loyalties and leaders peculiar to that area alone.
Use this knowledge in your planning.
The state . The different states were originally artifically-
designated areas, and may not coincide with regions or sub-
regions reflecting geographical and livelihood resource areas.
However, citizens of the several states have developed special
state loyalties
,
attitudes, leaders, and common purposes. All
these must be reckoned with in community relations work. For
example, you would never work with a community in Texas with-
out careful consideration of the people's intense feeling for
their state!
The metropolitan area . A new idea in community enterprise is
the grouping of cities and towns surrounding a metropolitan
center into organized units to accomplish certain jobs.
Typical of this type of development are the San Francisco Bay
area and the metropolitan district of Boston. In many respects
these areas fulfill the requirements of our defined community.

ae would be the case where such an area developed spontaneous!
rather than by impersonal, official planning. Only knowledge o
the local ground would give the answer, but in either case they
are to be looked for.
The base town . Ye have chosen to make the terms "city" and
"town" synonymous with base town. The reason is simple and
obvious. In every reply to our questionnaire to PIOs, the name
of some city or town was entered in the space left for the
answer to the question: "With what community do you actively
deal?" Thus it is a term of common understanding, although
there are instances in which cities and towns a.re not
"communities" in the strictest sense. In some there is no
longer any common purpose; in others pride in background and
history is gone, individuals go their separate ways. In other
cases, community identity has tended to become lost through
absorption of the community into a metropolitan area.
The neighborhood . Almost all cities are composed of several
"communities", or neighborhoods. Very often each vocational
group, each neighborhood, and each common religious, race, or
color group create "communities" within cities. While we can't
hope to know all about their interactions, a knowledge of their
existence and the boundaries of these separate "communities"
is of special concern to us. It would also be helpful to know
who their leaders are, and what the "communities’" interests,
purposes, and oersonalitie s happen to he. This is important
/
when considering any programs involving relations with a
"cross-section” of representative leaders, groups and organi-
zations .
Such intimate knowledge of even a small town’s neigh-
borhood "communities" would require a continuing effort for
many years, with each PIO adding to the total — in written
form — the product of his own observation.
NOTE: There are "communities" other than the six we
have mentioned. Most of them are common to all
Americans, so they have not been included in this
study. For example, we are all citizens of the
United States, we all belong to Western civili-
zation, and we are all largely citizens of the
world.
II. WHY STUDY THE COMMUNITY?
In today's Air Force great stress is placed on the
importance of attacking all problems logically. It would be
inconsistent with this practice to treat the subject of com-
munity relations in a casual, unplanned manner. Yet only in a
small minority of instances did our investigation disclose FIOs
who approached community relations other than casually
I
Our
Survey showed quite definitely that most PIOs are aware of the
importance of community relations, but that there is a wide-
spread lack of knowledge of how to go about establishing a
sound community relations program. TThy should we take the time
to study the community with which we will work? Primarily,
.
it is because studying the community is the logical first step
in community relations.
In order to work in a community, you must first know it.
To know the community, you must first study it and seek to
understand it. And to understand it, you must first accept the
fact that every community is different . Each community has a
character and a personality all its own. As with individuals,
a community's character is the result of its background — its
history, its experiences, its environment, and its present
condition. Just as with an individual, you can estimate quite
accurately how a community is going to react to a given situ-
ation, if you know it well enough .
Here is an example:
In the fall of 1948 one of the authors was a member of
a community workshop course at Boston University's School of
Public Pielations. The group's project was to study the town of
Needham, Massachusetts, as a basis for a community relations
project to oe undertaken by another class. At the outset the
group was instructed to stud,y and record every available bit of
information about Needham, regardless of how irrelevant it
might appear to be. As the semester wore on, the class members
assembled a tremendous amount of information about the town,
all from sources outside the town . We could tell you what the
tax rate trend was, how much a citizen paid for water, how
many trains a day went into Needham and whether or not the
trains were clean. We knew the conditions of the schools,
churches, and streets
,
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industries were operating. Yet class morale was low. All of
us wanted to know how this was to help us do a community rela-
tions job.
The answer came soon.
The job of attitude sampling in Needham faced us. We
decided to handle it by direct interviews. The members of the
group sat down to discuss the questions we itfould ask. We were
surprised to find ourselves talking easily about the town's
major problems. The questionnaire was framed with little
difficulty.
As we got into the interviews, we discovered with more
than a little amazement that we knew as much about the town as
the people we were interviewing — in many cases, more than
they knew! Far more important, the people we were interviewing
were impressed with our knowledge of the town ] Their interest
was up and we had won their confidence — a major step in
effective community relations.
Winning the confidence and support of Needham's leaders
wasn't the only result of our study and preparation. Although
we as a group never had the opportunity to tackle a community
relations program for Needham, we were agreed that our know-
ledge of the town would be valuable to us every step of the
way if we were to do such a job. We felt we would be well out
in front in forecasting attitudes, estimating the way the
townspeople would react to certain situations, and in planning.
Almost all of our major conclusions about the town were veri-
fied by the town ' s leaders .
-'
‘.I
.
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The director of community relations for Ford Motor
Company, in answering our questionnaire, said:
"This (community relations) is relatively a new field of
activity for us here at Ford, and we are currently im-
pressed" with our own staggering lack of knowledge on the
subject .... We currently have two men in the field making
a study of our community relations problems and opportu-
nities in our major plant cities ." 00
This example is mentioned to underline an important reason for
studying a community next door to the Air Force base. A plant
manager and key executives of a large corporation such as Ford
Motor Company spend many years in the plant community. They
live in the community, grow with it, and often perform valuable
civic duties. Yet a great many large corporations are spending
considerable sums of money -- a practice reluctantly indulged
in unless there is a definite need for it — in studying com-
munities to gain a sound footing for their community relations
programs.
In the Air Force, the Base Commander and the PIC — as
well as the remainder of the staff — remain at a base, in
general, less than three years. Industry feels the need for
study although its executives have the advantage of remaining
for great periods of time in the community. Surely it is
sound to believe that a planned study of a community is re-
quired for Base Commanders and PIOs, who are "here today and
gone tomorrow."
Plunging haphazardly into community relations without
c
^Dunn, op . clt .
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knowledge of the community is much like jumping into the water
without knowing how to swim. And it can get you into as much
trouble. They will tell you at General Motors that they would
have saved many thousands of dollars if they had studied the
city of Cincinnati before completing plans to build a plant
there. Instead, they bought the ground, laid their plans, and
started to build, only to find a full-scale uprising on their
hands, an uprising that resulted in their being ’’kicked right
*2. A
out of town]” You'll get the same story from Monsanto
Chemical Company as a result of their experience in Miami sburg
,
Ohio, where they set up an atomic energy plant. To distort
an old saying, "hell hath no fury like a community reckoned
without]" To reckon with a community, you must first have an
approach. Study will reveal that approach.
III. WHAT YOU MEED TO KMCM ABOUT A COMMUNITY
We believe that the following items about a community
should be known before a community relations plan can be put
into action. (Of course you will never know everything about
these things, but the more you know the better off you will be).
The planner must have information on:
1. The community background
2. The attitudes of the community
^-Garrett, op . cit .
‘-'-James E. Mckee, Department of Industrial and Public Relations,
Monsanto Chemical Coen any, letter tc authors, hay 15. 1949.
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2. The relations of the community with adjacent
communities
4. The leaders of the community
Community be c lw round . Background Includes a community's
history, geography, and population.
History . A study of the history of a community should begin
with the community's earliest years. You must discover 1 cw
and why the town was started in the first place. Was it an
outpost? Was it started by a manufacturer? Did it just "grow
like Topsy?" Frequently many of a community's habits and
attitude s are rooted in events that occurred when the community
life began.
Study the later developments of the community and how
they came about. One characteristic of a community that will
be emphasized elsewhere in this chapter is that cf "change."
Know the major changes that the community has undergone and
what caused them. Learn about the major events affecting the
town, things li'pe the Chicago fire, or the rise to prominence
of Boston's Back Bay section.
Know the tom's economic development. Is it a one-
industry town? If not, which industries dominate? What are
the relations between different industries? What -as the
effect of the arrival or departure of major industries? Are
relations between managements of the town's industries sound?
Are townspeople proud of special skills, such as pottery and
steel-making? What are the town's natural resources?
.I
I
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Learn something a.bout the town's government. A communit
has two tyres of government -- voluntary and civic,
voluntary government is the means by which various social and
civic jobs are accomplished. Know these volunteer organizations
and Individuals and how they really function, how the town's
work really gets done. Are there any unique institutions In
the community, institutions that are not run-of-the-mill? How
do they affect the town?
Know and understand the functioning of the political
government — its form, character, efficiency, and who parti-
cipates in it. Do the political leaders represent true leader-
ship, or are there other leaders? What's the condition of the
schools? Are the fire and police departments well run? What
about health, welfare, public works, recreation, zoning and
planning? Are these departments adequate? From these a^swei
b
you will get a picture of the attitude of the townspeople.
Study the physical features of the town and try to
discover how they have affected the town. Look for the hills,
plains, rivers and harbors. How have they determined the
town's growth? Get a picture of the man-made improvements —
railroads, canals, bridges, tunnels, buildings, airports, and.
roads. Is there a traffic problem or a dangerous grade-
crossing? Perhaps you can arrange with your commander to work
out 3 routing plan that wifi assist the town in these traffic
problems
.
Don't overlook a study of the regional clime te and

weather. These have a definite effect on the people who live
in your community. Some areas have violent TTe~ther phenomena
that you should know about and plan for. Flash floods and
tornadoes may plague a community. Perhaps your base can help
if - disaster relief plan hasn't already been prepared or if it
is not adequate.
Population . Don't ever forget that a community is, first an:'
’ways, a group of people ,' Who are the people in your com-
munity? What are the racial, religious and other "etiinic"
groups and the problems caused by whatever friction is present
because of "ethnic" differences? This knowledge may be of
help in averting trouble. How about religious groups? hliich
group dominates the local scene? Do the various groups get
along well? Who gets submerged? ’/That tensions are present?
What is happening to the population trend? Are people
moving out of or into the community? Why?
Community attitudes . The attitudes of a community are all-
important to community relations. You must know, for example,
the local way of doing things. Are the people sensitive to
criticise? Do they dislike outsiders or newcomers? Arc they
" country-fied" or "city-fied?" Are they cold and callous, or
warm and friendly? Find out what local "feudin'" goes on, and
more importantly, what the significance of these scraps is.
It may be that one side will never go along with a program
endorsed by the other, particularly if the one side is

approached before tne otner. Remember, too, that as a general
rule, the older a community is the more Its people cling to
the old way of doing things, the more they resist change.
Relations with adjacent communities . The life of a community
is definitely affected by its relations with nearby communi-
ties. This is especie.lljr important to the PIO since he will
probably have to deal with each of the communities in question.
Find out how the communities get along. Is there a
natural rivalry, or do the towns cooperate with each other?
What events or conditions in one town have affected the other?
Is there a migration from one town to the next? What causes
it?
Communit y leaders. No knowledge of a community exceeds In im-
portance that of knowing the community leaders. Later in this
chapter a complete section is devoted to the ” how” of dis-
covering the true leaders in a community.
IV. HOW TO STUDY A COMMUNITY
One PIO, in response to our question: ’’Have you made a
study of the community?” said: "No, and the town would
resent it if I did.” There is no argument here. He is right,
the town would resent it, if such a study were made by barging
right into the town and making undisguised inquiries. Not only
would the townspeople resent it, there is a great livelihood
that the answers they gave would not correspond with reality.

es.
Professional pollsters have learned that the inter-
viewer affects the interview situation markedly, often causing
the interviewee to give answers that are contrary to his
privately-held opinion. oG There are exceptions to this, ex-
ceptions that will be pointed out in a later discussion. For
the moment, however, it is necessary to point out that in this
type of work — specifically in the study of attitudes and
opinions — it is essential that you disguise your intentions.
You must pose as a casual observer, especially during the
first — all- important — steps in studying a community.
This is not " sneaky" or "dirty pool"... it’s a method
carefully worked out by sociologists and psychologists. It is
the method that will produce the most accurate results. Not
only would an announcement of your intentions "disturb" the
person you are talking to (in most cases) and cause him to
color his answers, there is another consideration. Especially
in small towns or neighborhood communities, a series of seem-
ingly innocent questions can start tongues wagging over back-
yard fences and coffee counters, resulting in your setting up
an attitude of suspicion towards yourself, winding up with
your being blocked from information wherever you go.
We suggest two ways to study your community:
1. Formally, from written material.
2. Informally, from conversation, gossip, and
comments from informed sources.
^Leonard Doob, Public Cpinion and Propaganda
.
(New York:
IkLnipi-ZQlt-.anl
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The authors are well aware that the average PIG has a
heavy workload, and. a busy day. For this reason we would like
to caution that the term ''study” as we use it here hasn't the
connotation of a heavy, burdensome task. \!e have in mind an
informal, continuing piece of detailed observation that does
not have to be accomplished in one or two week's time. Again
we say: you will never know everything: about a community, and
this work can be done over an entire tour of duty, with each
new PIC adding to the total knowledge. Of course there is
extra work involved, but not nearly so much as one might
assume. Essentially, the job can be done within the normal
work-day routine, as will be seen.
Formal study of the community . Sit down at the outset and
make yourself a list of possible sources of written information
about your community. It is suggested that for subject matter
you include at least those items outlined in the early part of
this chapter under " What to study about a. community.” Plan to
fit your investigation into your normal office routine. If
you or one of your people are headed for the local newspaper
office, allow enough time for a visit to the library or to one
of your other sources.
After you have investigated each source, check it off
your list, but keep the full list handy so that your successor
will know what you have looked into. If you "draw a blank”
on some sources, don't be discouraged. Perhaps the person in
charge can give you a tip on where you can get some data.

Add it to your list.
One clue leads to another, and soon you will find that
you have more sources than you can humanly investigate. James
Jest, who spent two years studying a town of less than a
thousand people and who published his findings in Jlainvllle
,
U. S. A.
.
summed up his story by stating that "even in an isolated,
little community like Plainville there is so much relevant
printed and other documentary material that no one could read
it in a lifetime." 57 So it is important that you set yourself
a goal and be selective in your investigation. Ee careful that
you don't over-simplify, however, because your material will
have to be checked for accuracy by comparing one source's in-
formation against another's. Common sense will govern here; it
is impossible to put down a set of rules about how to do this
job.
A tremendous amount of information about a community can
be dug out without ever approaching the community in question.
Although you really must go into a town to get an appreciation
of it and its people and their thought and. action, there is much
written material available to the planner, material that can be
used without ever "disturbing" the community. Statistical
Abstracts from the United States Census can be very revealing,
but the facts may be outdated very quickly, depending upon what
has happened in the community since they were obtained..
57Q,uoted by Chase, op . cit .
.
p. 128.
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For regional background, there are many interesting
books that cover the entire United States, by regions, ade-
quately. These books are not only useful and necessary to the
PIO's understanding of his community, familiarization with the
regions he serves in should be an interesting hobby. Such
books as Deep South
.
Preface to Pea santry (a study of two Black
Belt counties), Artie Village
.
Small Town Stuff (about a
Montana mining town), Holyoke
,
Mas sachusetts
,
Middletown and
h ddl e t own i n Tran s 1 1 i on
,
Old Jules (a historical novel about
an early settler in Nebraska), and a dozen more — from these
the PIO can usually find a study of the particular region he
is in.
Libraries should be investigated. There may be publisher,
studies of the town you are in, or material from the archives
that will shed light on your investigation. If the public
libraries haven’t the information, try private and professional
ones. Check with local government offices for statistical in-
formation. Don’t overlook state and regional public offices.
School boards, tax commissions, public works departments,
planning bureaus — many times these offices will have just
T
-j’hat you want in the way of information. It ma3^ be surprising
to find, for example, that a state office has more material on
your community's schools or traffic problems or crime rate than
you can find in the community itself.
Informal study of the community . The informal study of the
community doesn't really involve any Trork, as such. It can be

pure entertainment:, depending on your attitude. (Jet a map, put
on your hat, and take a stroll around town. You can't do this
from an automobile; it won't work. You are out to get the
"feel" of the community. You will want to look at the office
buildings and the homes and the people, find out what they have
to "tell" you. You will be looking for the character and
personality of the community, and to do it you will have to be
pretty sensitive.
How do the people dress? If the men don't wear hats
and the women wear slacks and shorts you can pretty well assume
that the community doesn Kt much "go" for convention.
How do the people behave towards each other? Are they
polite, cold, rude, crude or smart? This will give you an in-
sight into whether or not the people have a "sense of com-
munity", whether or not they feel a "togetherness", it will
give you a clue as to just how much of a community relations
job you will have.
Listen to the way the people talk. Are there special
ways of saying things that you should know about? Yost regions
and even individual cities have their own particular jargon
that it will be helpful to know about — it can help breach the
gap between being a stranger among them and being "one of the
home folks."
A great deal of information about a town is the common
property of the town's citizens, yet a newcomer or outsider
never seems to find out about it. Perhaps it's because the
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outsider just isn’t looking for it.
When you're off duty get out of uniform and go out and
talk to people. It will not only be instructive, you will rind
it interesting. Listen tc groups talking, join their conver-
sation if you can do it unobtrusively. Don't ask pointed
cuestions. Drop in at the town’s well-known loafing centers,
go to church suppers, town meetings, ball games, public
auctions, Saturday "drawings", even funerals. Talk with cab
driver's and clergymen; for a quick survey this combination can
give you £. fair idea of what's going on in the town -- its
feelings, its ideas, its problems. 38 District of Columbia
cab drivers have long been noted for their knowledge of what's
going on in official Washington, ior example. Don't jump to
any fast conclusions from what you pick up, just let the in-
formation sink in until you are sure that the pattern has
repeated itself enough times to oe accurate.
This phase of your investigation requires little more
effort than you ordinarily put into a day's work. Rather than
additional work, it is a new way of looking at things. It's
sort of a system of planned eavesdropping . Instead of going
from place to place without listening or observing, make it a
point to look and listen and observe. Cnee you get the habit
c
'°Dr. Raymond Miller, noted public relations counselor,
speeding at Boston University School of Public Relations,
16 February 1943, said: "You can beat the pollsters in a
quick afternoon's work — get a cross-section of the
thinking of taxi drivers and ministers."
.*
.
.
*
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it will become a fascinating pastime. Get your wife and office
workers and fellow officers in on it. Some of the civilian
employees around the base who were born and raised in the com-
munity can help you. Compare notes with these "helpers” from
time to time to see if your findings match. This is the way to
find out about your community.
Discovering community leaders . Ordinarily the hardest thing to
find out about a community is its pattern of leadership. There
is nothing formal about it, and the information isn't published.
No one person in a town can tell you who a town's leaders are.
But the success of community relations depends a great deal on
finding these leaders and winning their support and cooperation.
A leader of one group doesn't necessarily have any "followers"
in another group, so you must, too, discover what their in-
dividual spheres of influence are .
^
There is one very strong caution regarding discovering
.and approaching community leaders. Move slowlyJ There is
nothing written on how to do this job, but experienced com-
munity workers are agreed that you must have a "feel" for this
type work. You can develop this by "feeling your way along" —
not in such a way as to arouse suspicion, but just as an
honest attempt to find the answer to a rather obscure problem.
If you stumble in blindly without first having gotten the
proper entrees you're very likely to raise barricades to your
c^Frank A. Stewart, "Sociometric Testing At The Adult Level",
Sociometry. ..May - AugiisjU-1946. r-P . 147-148.
..
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ever "being close to community leaders. On the other hand, if
you get them on your team, their endorsement or sponsorship of
your projects will help assure your success. Their support
naves the way for acceptance of the Air Force by the rest of
the community, which will normally wait for the leaders' "green
light."
Too often a hasty or "easy" assessment of the situation
leads Air Force PIOs into contacts with "apparent" leaders.
Once these associations are made they are difficult or em-
barrassing to dissolve. As an example, most Air Force in-
stallations work closely with Chambers of Commerce in adjacent
towns. As a local "business" organization, it is logical that
the Air Force base should be a member of the Chamber of Commerce
and certain activities should be slanted at Chamber cooperation
This is a "professional" contact that should be used, and very
often Chambers of Commerce can help put you next to key
business leaders in the community.
The trouble is that Chambers of Commerce usually
represent only a small portion of a community's population.
Add to this fact the disturbing < tendency in the Air Force to
make cooperation with Chambers of Commerce the be-all and end-
all of community relations and you have a very great weakness
in Air Force community relations. Work with Chambers of
Commerce by all means, but don't become so involved that you
have no time for other community organizations.
The authors do not believe that any broad, general
statement can be made regarding who should be included in the
_
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list of community leaders (e.g. education, religion, health,
recreation, information media, labor, etc.). We also feel that
it is impossible to define what a community leader is. Suffice
it to say that leaders do not necessarily have striking person-
alities or prominent positions, as is generally supposed.
The pa. ttern of leadership varies from community to community
and must be determined by the PIO's observation ow the , ro.v.d .
With the backlog of material you will soon build up
from studying your community in the two ways outlined above,
you will find that you can talk easily with anyone about the
town's affairs. You will make an impression on newspaper people
and civic officials, if you rroceed carefully, and win their
confidence. (Don't flaunt this new-found knowledge in an effor":
to impress, of course). From here you can, without snooping,
begin to discover what really makes your community "tick."
You can tell these real sources of information what your
motives are and it won't "affect the situation"; it won't be
necessary to disguise your intentions from these people.
Tevelop an approach. Explain your motives to your "source."
You will begin to learn who the real leaders of the
40Arthur E. Morgan, The Small Cc; . it
,
(New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1942), p. 170. Remember that community leaders
don't necessarily have titles, either. Some leaders are
little known, are "without portfolio" so to speak, yet have
tremendous influence in the community. In a Yew England,
town known to the authors a housewife who is virtually un-
known to other community "leaders" is "all-powerful" in a
certain section of the town. No one moves without her nod.
In your search for community leaders, don't be misled by
L( 1 1 1e 6 .
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town are and what their particular "areas of influence” are
.
You will know what organizations and committees and individuals
do the community's important work and. how powerful each of
them is. Without prying you will soon learn about the im-
portant community rifts and "feuds”, if there are any, and how
they affect the community. You will discover who in town
knows most about any subject, which families, individuals or
groups you should make it a point to know.
With such a wide and varied interest, applied purpose-
fully, you might one day be surprised to find you know as much
about the town as anybody in it. Furthermore, you will find
this knowledge invaluable for community relations ir all sorts
of situations.
Through all this you must move with exemplary conduct.
Your interest must be at once genuine, casual, and unbiased.
It is far too easy to get caught between community forces or
shoved onto one side in an argument. If this happens your
effectiveness will be reduced considerably. Your concern is
to find out how the community operates and how to work best
with it — no more, no less. It goes without saying that a
member of the Air Force must bend over backwards to avoid
interference of any kind in the inner politics and interactions
of a community. Information gained must be treated In
highest confidence and you must do more listening than talking.
If you appear "smart-alecky" or smug or begin to act like an
"operator" you will find yourself being let out of the circles
.
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you have gained admittance to, or you will never be accepted
in the first place.
Act naturally. Cultivate a genuine interest in the com-
munity, Ee sincere and trustworthy. Without these character-
istics, it is highly unlikely that you will achieve the goals
outlined here.
V. FILING YOUR INFORMATION
As the process of getting to know the community proceeds
a FIO comes into possession of a tremendous amount of informa-
tion. Regardless of whether or not he has been studying the
town as recommended here, there are many things the PIO knows
about the community after working with it and Its people for
two or three years. Eow can this knowledge be made available
to succeeding PIOs at the conclusion of a normal tour of duty?
It is very probable that the FIO would not be able to transmit
much of this material to his replacement, even if there were
ample time, which there normally isn't. If the PIO leaves for
a new duty station without leaving this knowledge behind him
in some clear form, his successor will have to start from the
beginning. Knowledge of Hometown in the head of a FIO now
assigned to Alaska doesn't help anybody. Norse, it represents
incredible waste.
*^The replacement PIO cannot hope to "take over" the old PIO's
contacts with community leaders without first winning for
himself — in the manner outlined above or in his own way —
*
the confidence of these leaders. Knowledge of who the
leaders are and information about the town, however, will
- L obviousl y make the .lob much e a sier..
-.
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Lessen: feet all the significant li. f orm a o l -i c u cut
_j e
community into written form . And remember that some of the
most significant information lies in small facts that came to
you the hard way! Only by recording this information can your
work become a lasting contribution to the nil- Force in general
and to the base in particular.
Don't let your information accumulate until a day when
you are not busy. Develop a filing system and make its main-
tenance part of your daily routine. Take time at the beginning
to train your office staff in maintenance of the system, of
course you can't; leave everything you know about the community
behind you. Lake sure you leave behind at least the "fruits"
of your experience, however, he suggest that your file contain
the following, at a minimum:
A Q
1. List of community leaders and comments on each.
2. List of information sources, including those you
checked which proved sterile (this will save your
successor the trouble of re-checking).
3. References to written material that you have studied,
summarizing highlights of same.
4. Memoranda on the "personality" and attitude of the
community.
5. Memoranda on clues to pattern of leadership that you
may not have confirmed (so that your successor can
begin where you left off in your search).
Whatever filing system you adopt, make sure that it is one
your successor or a complete stranger can use. A file whose
A9
" See Appendix D for description of a tested Contact File.

intricacies and innermost secrets are known only to you and
your filing clerk is little more than worthless.
A word about the changing nature of a community is
necessary here. No drawn-out commentary is required to
validate this. Almost everyone has experienced a time when he
said (on returning to his hometown): "My, how the old place
'.as changed J " There’s more than a little truth in this state-
ment. Communities are dynamic institutions. Yesterday's
knowledge about community life may not be valid today. In-
formation about a community — to be worthwhile — must be
kept up-to-date. In filing information about your community,
make plans for revising and correcting your data.
And if you succeed a TI'> he ' as done a good job of
gathering and filing information on the community, make sure
that you do your share by keeping the file current. A file
case stuffed with ancient history can be more than a nuisance,
it can cause your successor to fumble badly in his community
relations work.

UHAPTER V
A mVJ APPROACH TO COMMUNITY RELATIONS
During this investigation certain distinct and recog-
nizable "principles" of community relations have emerged and
repeated themselves time and again. These principles have been
culled from related reading, study of current practice in both
industry and the Air Force, and from the experience of the
authors and others.
An underlying concept in community relations is that no
specific "program 11 can be suggested or laid down from a central
agency of an organization to be applied throughout the wide-
spread branches of that organization. Many respondents to our
questionnaires misinterpreted our cuestion in this regard, and
"took us to task" for attempting to rormulate a program that
could apply in every Air Base- community situation. We are all
too aware that each oase-corntnuni^ situation presents unioue
problems that, have to be corrected by observation and action
"on the ground." But an approach — a new way of looking at a
problem — can be formulated. This is what we have tried to
do. A planned community relations program can and will follow
naturally from such an approach.
Tc repeat: there are certain principles of community
relations. We believe that Air ?orce community relations
efforts will fail unless these principles are recognized and --
more importantly -- put to use. For it is one thing to.
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recognize r -rinciple and another thing to develop a method for
applying it .
Our method of presentation here, therefore, is to list
the principles individually and to discuss the application of
eacn principle immediately beneath.
There is another consideration here. Re have pointed
out a number of what we feel to be shortcomings in Air Force
community relations practice. Tf we failed to show a "way out"
-- a method for correcting each of these shortcomings — then
we would be serving no useful purpose. The correcting 'evict
for each of the defects previously noted (except those whose
corrections are obvious and those outside the scope of this
paper) is contained in the discussion that follows.
I. TNR PRINCIPLES CF AIR FCRCT COMMUNITY RELATIONS
AND THEIR APPLICATION
The fclloxving are what we feel to be the basic principle
of Air Force community relations:
1. Air Force community relations must be based on a
foundation of enthusiastic, informed, and contented
airmen, officers, and civilian employees.
2. Air Force community relations must be based on as
complete-as-possible knowledge of the community.
a. Never be an "outsider" in community relations
work. Always know the community's leaders and
get them on your team.
b. Community relations work should aim to reach a
cross-section of the community.

3. An Air Force community relations program must pro-
vide a method for determining points of friction
between an organize ticn 1 s people and the people of
the community. Aft air determination, these
points of friction must be removed or adequately
explained.
4. Air Force community relations must be based on a
sincere desire to make your organization an integral
part of the community, not on a desire to impress
the community.
a. Community relations is the job of every man on
the base.
5. Air Force community relations must be based on
action, not words alone.
What follows is a discussion of the application of each
of the individual principles — how the PIG can put them into
practice
.
1. Air Force community relate ons must be based on a
foundation of enthusiastic, informed, and contented
airmen, officers, and civilian employees .
This principle is accepted by all leading authorities
in the field as basic to community relations. T t is so basic
,that, unless good employee troop relations are realized, a
community relations program will certainly fail. Although all
of the following principles must be put into practice in your
community relations program, this is the one principle that
cannot be slighted . It is so important that firms like Inter-
national Business Machines and Bell Telephone concentrate
chiefly on employee relations, reasoning that a sound and
contented business family enables the rest of their public
relations to take care of itself.
This subject has been discussed in some detail through-
out Chapter III. Air Force Gornmnni ty^Rada^&&fc=Tar ! a v It
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only necessary to comment here that, without sound : : tcyee
(troop) relations, your other public and community relations
efforts will be meaningless. When the dissatisfied airman,
officer, or civilian employee reveals his true feelings about
his organization to members of the community your other efforts
will be wiped out in one blow.
listen, for a moment, to J. Carlisle MacDonald, Special
Assistant to the Chairman of the Board, United States Steel:
The avenue of communication with the public which is
most readily accessiblr to management, yet in many cases
the least traveled, lies in a direct line between the
employees' timeclock and the homes of the plant community.
If it is assumed that the employee is, in fact, a public
relations representative of the company — and no other
-remise is tenable — means of communication between em-
ployer and employee tahe on added significance . It is no
longer advantageous to inform the employee about company
affairs for the sole purpose of enhancing management-labor
relations; it becomes absolutely essential for the addi-
tional reason that the employee, in turn, is going to pass
on to others his own impression of his employers. This
proposition assumes greater importance in view of the
probability that the employee is frequently offered other
impressions of his company, often incorrect, from outside
sources.43
What does this mean to the Air Force PIO?
It means simply that he must begin to interest himself
in his organization's personnel relations. This does not
imply that he is to try to "run" the personnel section's "show"
— not a bit. But he must recognize that personnel relations
and community relations cannot be separated, that the latter
cannot succeed without the former being sound.
"^J. Carlisle MacDonald, "Public Relations at the Employee
. Level", The Public Relations Journal. 4:9. September 1S48.
--P- in.
.

Nhat can the Air Force PIO do about this?
He can work to get recognition of this fact in his
organization. He can become an educator, a persuader. Pie must
demonstrate the importance of this point to the rest of the
staff by showing them how this affects the relations between
the base and the community, by interpreting public opinion
trends as revealed by these relationships. , we must sell, push
and prod until he has gained acceptance of this principle.
And then he must point the way out.
He must demonstrate the need for free flow of informa-
tion -- gripes included -- up and down through his organiza-
tion. He must point out the way in which other organizations
are achieving this flo T - T :
Management should let the worker know why a particular
rule has been established. Then the result is assured.
Hence, the establishing of a.n effective work atmosphere is
largely a question of communications. Each written
directive at the shipyard, except in emergency cases, is
first submitted to a planning council of department heads
and discussed at a conference from the viewpoint of:
it necessary? Is it reasonable? Is it wise? The result
is that we seldom upset the working force by issuing
hastily and ill-conceived directives.
The "why" of a directive must be thoroughly understood
if it is to be properly carried out. Lack of understanding
breeds fear and uncertainty, and they ruin essential team-
work and vastly reduce individual output. Therefore, it
is necessary that effective machinery be set up so that
labor's voice may be heard by responsible management . 44
•"-Rear Admiral N. McL. Hague, USN, commandLer of the Boston
Naval Shipyard, addressing the Second New England Federal
Personnel Management Conference at Boston University,
reported in The Christian Science Monitor, 22 March 1949.
p . 4.

This type of cooperation between 11 management 11 and "labor" in
the Air Force can result in a sense of participation by airmen
and officers, a feeling of identity with tne goals of the
organization. This participation in policy-formulation by the
people who have to put that policy into practice can do more
than smooth relationships between Air Force policy-makers and
"the hired hands." It can result in better, more workable
policies
.
When the PIO has it pointed out to him that "you can't
run an Air Force like a debating society", he must be ready
with convincing proof that a compromise with that attitude is
needed if. the Air Force is to have the support and confidence
of the American public. Of what use are die turns like this if
they cripple an organization? Times change. Concepts and
attitudes and ways of doing things must change too. Here is a
quotation from Newsweek that illustrated the point:
"Anonymous opinion or criticism, good or bad, is
destructive in its effect on a military organization,"
said Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson in May 1941, as he
banned all pollsters from the Army camps springing up
around the country. Even the Army's own morale experts
were forbidden to make opinion surveys. Within a few
months, however, the War Department executed one of the
snappiest about-faces in military history, and the Army's
pollsters, members of the Research Branch of the Informa-
tion and Education Division, began conducting what might
well have been called Operation Morale.... At first many
old-Army officers were aghast. They could not stomach the
idea of making decisions based on the likes and dislikes
of enlisted men. But by the end of the war most... were
clamoring for the services of the Research Branch to help
ferret out conditions undermining morale. The 24 civilian
social psychologists and sociologists forming the nucleus
of the Research Branch were hard-pressed to keep up with
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day-to-day assignments. 4=5
The PIO might think about this, too. During our invest-
igation we visited a New England Air Force base. We got our
first impression of the base when we contacted tne tower for
landing instructions. The courteous, well-trained voice of
fhe toT^er operator stood out against the voices and attitudes
of other tower operators we have heard. When tne lineman
par-Kea us we liked his pleasant yet business-like manner. By
the time we had left base operations we were sure that here
was an Air Force base different from all the rest. Here was a
base with "the magic formula."
What was it?
The FIO met us and took us to his office. We asked him
some questions. He had been on the job for three months, had
had no previous training or experience in public relations,
and was due to leave for tactical school.' He was pleasant
and intelligent and well-met — all major qualifications for a
PIO — but he had no other qualifications for the job. His
staff consisted of two competent non-commissioned officers and
a personable civilian secretary. One of the technicians is
wholly responsible for publishing the base newspaper, does
nothing else.
Questioning revealed that the base commander partici-
pates in community activities "only to the extent that might
45Newsweek
.
July 11, 1S49. p. 46
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be considered normal in any group.” Yet the PIO considered the
base " an integral part of the community although little, if
any, formal effort has been made to make this a fact . " ( i
)
What was the reason?
The PIO had the answer. He said that the excellence of
the commander resulted in good working conditions for assigned
personnel, a spirit of cooperation and a sense of belonging.
Morale was consequently at a high level, and it was reflected
in the relationships between members of the command and the
adjacent community .
This seemed so significant to us that we went into town
with the PIO to check his statements. After the briefest kind
of investigation there we were convinced. Tradespeople we re
glad to see us. Citizens passing us on the street smiled and
spoke a word of greeting. Although we had parked by a meter
without putting a nickel in it, the policeman tore up the
ticket he was making out when we approached, then joked with
us about it. (Relations with local police are so good that no
Military Police patrol the town). Here is a lesson for all of
us.
This small fighter base is doing a good job of community
relations without any out- of- the- ordinary effort other than
excellent employee relations.’ While this leaves much to be
desired, sound personnel relations alone is keeping this base's
community relations "in the black."
The problem of relations beti^een the military and
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civilians employed on the base is a knotty one but a problem
that has to be coped with. The fact that civilian personnel
function under a different administrative system from the
military only intensifies the problem. But it does not remove
it from the list of the Air Force FIO’s problems, for a
realistic appraisal will show that the civilian employee is
almost as vital as military personnel to an Air Force base's
community relations.
Several bases reported a method for fostering good
relations between civilian employees and the military.
Periodic luncheon meetings are attended by the commander and
his staff and key civilian department heads. Problems, goals,
and "gripes" are discussed from the point of view of both
sides. A happy relationship has sprung from this system.
The PIO might investigate the work in this field being
done at Kelly Air Force Base by the San Antonio Air Materiel
Area. The PIO of that organization has divided his office
into an external and internal public relations set-up. In the
external operation there is a further subdivision into
Community Relations and News Bureau. In the internal section
is Industrial Relations, responsible for relations with
civilian employees and airmen. Although this command is com-
posed largely of civilian employees (a fact that served to
focus attention on the problem of Industrial Relations), the
same principle of operation might also be used at bases where
military personnel are in the majority. The Public Information
office at San Antonlo___Alr Materiel Area is also fortunate in
'
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being adequately staffed, a luxury few Air Force base PIOs
enjoy. Eut the principle is the same — dividing the work
into these three phases, thinking in terms of these three
phases (the fact that one man might have to "wear several
different hats" notwithstanding).
Closely allied to the above discussion is the following
paraphrase of the remarks of a Boston University School of
Public Relations professor (a public relations practitioner of
many year’s experience):
A worker who operates under fear (of losing his job,
failure of promotion, etc.) or lack of satisfaction
(including recognition, participation, sense of identity
with the goals of the whole organization) is no good for
telling the public relations story of your organization.
The first need is to win the worker to your side and mahe
him enthusiastic about and contented with his job. Then
he can and will do the public relations job for you. This
step is vital to community relations. Everybody recognizes
the vital part the worker plays in community relations
without realizing that the first job to be done is a job
of internal public relations (with the worker). Only at
this point can the worker do his important part in the
concern’s community relations.
A lot of us have spent a good deal of time asking air-
men and officers to be "salesmen for the Air Force." Me tell
our people to dress properly, conduct themselves as represent-
atives of the Air Force should when out in public. One
highly-placed PIO, in answering our questionnaire, indicated
that his staff's greatest emphasis is on this type of what he
called "advertising." It seems to us that this is but sugar
coating; the answrer lies much deeper -- in basic personnel
^Eugene L. Bellsle, in classroom discussion, 18 November 1949.

relations
.
It is perhaps time that we in the Air Force ashed our-
selves some important questions: "Are our people — airmen and
officers — enthusiastic about and contented with their jobs,
or is it just another way of making a living?" "Have we esprit
de corps and high morale?" Can we afford to go on believing
the hokum: 'A griping outfit is a healthy outfit’?" The way
out is neither within the scope of this paper nor the abilities
of the authors. It is strongly indicated, however, that we
must do some house cleaning.
2 . Air Force community relations must be based on as
c omelete-as-possible knowledge of the community .
Of course the only way to gain a knowledge of your
community is to study it. This subject has been discussed in
great detail in Chapter IV, C-etting to Know the Community.
Let us reiterate, however: You will never get to the point
where you know everything about your community, but without
study you will know very little.
There are two "sub-principles" to this major principle.
They are sub-principles because only application of the
principle —
-
studying the community — can give you the inform-
ation necessary to put the sub-principles into operation:
1. Yever be an "outsider" in community relations work .
Always know the community 1 s leaders and met them on
y our t e am •
2. Community relations activities should air to reach a
cross-section of the community .

How can you avoid being an "outsider” in community
relations work? In the first place, get all your ideas going
from within by having the community leaders interpret your
ideas to the citizens in the way they (the leaders) know best.
Don't try to push your ideas down the community throat on your
own. Chances are your language, tone, and appeal will all
misfire. (We do not have routine press releases in mind here;
we refer to base-community cooperation in such fields as
athletic competition, charity work, disaster relief planning,
work with schools, etc.).
You will find that the leaders will know how to present
your ideas in a manner more acceptable to the citizens than
your way would be. These leaders are more familiar with the
habits and attitudes of the community's people than you. They
know which ideas appeal and which do not, and what the proper
approach should be. It would be nice if you were able to work
so closely with these leaders as to be able to proofread their
version of your idea, but it is not at all necessary. If you
trust them enough to ask their help you should trust them to
convey your meaning intact.
How do you get community leaders on your team? Here's
what Dr. Raymond W. Miller, public relations practitioner cited
before in this study, had to say on this subject:
A secret of success — take people into partnership with
you in a public relations project, then run the project in
such a way that they will be proud to be a part of it. 3e
very sure to make the partnership a two-way deal, however,
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with both parties holding up their end. 4?
Community leaders are glad to offer their services in a
worthwhile community pro ject. .. that 1 s one of the reasons they
are leaders. So make your projects worthwhile and ask for
their help. They will give it. Working together on mutual
projects will lead to a close and enduring association, an
association whose importance can be measured in terms of
effective community relations.
How do you assure yourself that your community relations
activities cover a cross-section of the community? As your
knowledge of the community and its composition increases,
develop a working check list of the groups that make up your
town. If you set up a civilian advisory committee, for
example, make sure that its members represent a true cross-
section of the community. If you are conducting base tours,
check to see that no group is left off the invitation list.
In these ways and others that you will develop you can cover
your community like a blanket.
3. An Air Force community relations program must provide
a method for determining points of friction between
the organizations people and the people of the
community. After their determination, these points
of friction must be removed or adequately explained .
The General Information Manager for the Washington-
Idaho area of the Pacific Eell Telephone and Telegraph Company
offers a way for determining points of friction between base
4?0. Miller, op . cit .
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and community:
Get together the biggest list you can of the character-
istics of your operations which are known to have irritated
your customers or the general public at one time or another.
How to do it? There are two ways. The public attitude
survey is one. The second way is to produce the list your-
self. If you don't know all the irritants, someone — or
all the combined some ones in your organization -- can
produce a good one if they try. 48
He went on to develop a hypothetical list to show how the
"beefs" fall into categories. Here's a sample of these cate-
gories and the "beefs":
Rules, Regulations and Practices
No sense to the rule.
Your rules were made for deadbeats and are
insulting to honest people.
Discourtesy
Bad office manners.
Ead telephone manners.
Citizenship
You're not fitting in with the community.
You're not playing ball with the legitimate
drives and fund-raising campaigns.
The only time you visit fellow businessmen is
when you want something.
Appearance
Your plant is unattractive.
So are your vehicles.
etc.
This idea is all right for a starter, but you need a
48
'Erie Phelps Kannum, "Look for the Burrs Under the PR Saddle",
'.he .ubllc Relations Journal
, 5:3, March 1949. p. 31.
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continuously-operating method for determining friction points.
You cannot afford to wait for these sources of friction to be
called to your attention. You must seek them out aggressively.
How do you do it? We suggest you use all of the following four
methods
:
1. Assure yourself that the staff officers of your
organization work closely with their civilian counter-
parts (see Appendix C), that they invite criticism of
your unit from these civilians, and that these staff
people keep you notified of their findings.
2. Check with every man of the working press in your
community (from the editor to the lowliest reporter)
to get their impressions of your organization. Get
their "gripes" and complaints. Find out what they
don ! t like about your base, also what they do like.
Ask their opinion on how the base can better fit into
the community life. Hold this information into a
press policy fcr your brcc . Again, invite direct- to-
you criticism of your base by press representatives
as a continuing (when necessary) practice.
3. Invite free criticism of your organization from
community leaders you work with. Let them know that
you want this information first and that they are
doing the base a real service by reporting it.
These three methods should keep you "on top" of the
situation regarding friction between your base and the community.
It may well be that, in its initial stages, such a program will
swamp your office. If you heal these sere spots effectively,
however, the work load should one day dwindle to an occasional
complaint
.
You must go further. You need a method for discovering
sources of friction on the base itself, among base personnel.
He recommend that you take a fourth step, one that will be
effective in pointing out external as well as internal sources
-.
of friction:
4. Form public relations committees.
Like all community relations ideas, this sounds far
simpler than it works out to be. This is an idea that will tax
to the utmost your powers of persuasion, salesmanship, and tact,
but it will pay handsome dividends if you do a good job.
New England Telephone and Telegraph Company and the Hood 11ilk
Company have used this technique for a long time and have had
/ o
remarkable success with it.
Your ultimate aim here is to form several committees
composed of representatives of the several categories of
personnel on your base. You will probably need a committee of
key enlisted men; another composed of several competent junior
officers who are familiar with the base and are known by you to
be intelligent and capable; and, finally, a committee of
civilian employees. In each case you must be certain that the
members of each committee are of relatively equal rank so that
no one (other than the natural leader) will dominate and subdue
the other members. You must also be certain that the members
represent all elements of the base "family", including, of
course, tenant units.
Your first job, however, before you pet your committee
membership down, is to convince your commander of the feasi-
^®Eugene L. Belisle, "Public Relations Committees, A New
Management Technique", Advc need Han." remen t
.
November 1932.

bility of such committees, tc assure him that such committees
can make for a smoothly-running organization. This argument is
developed throughout the following discussion, and it should be
s relatively easy job, in most cases, to get the "old man’s"
approval. Eut telling him how you want these groups to operate
will be difficult, for it is essential that the committees meet
alone, without the presence of a senior person. The presence of
such a senior person will, in most cases, quash creativeness and
inhibit the members.
This phase will be hard because the average commander
will know that such a committee's first actions will be to
"blow off steam" in gripes about "the way things are run around
here." Very few people like to be talked about behind their
backs. Actually, the first few meetings of such committees
will probably result in few worthwhile moves; it will take
several meetings for the men to get used to ea,ch other and get
rid of their inhibitions. This will simmer into the background
and disappear once the group gets the "feel" of the job.
You will want these committees to report their findings
direct to you — out of the local chain of command, so that you
may report them directly to the commander, and he, in turn, to
the proper staff members for their decision and/or action. So
your next job is to convince the members of the staff that
these committees should be allowed to opera.te — another tough
job, since staff members, too, will naturally be suspicious of
a group whose findings will by-pass them and may reflect ad-
versely on their aolicies and practices. (Don’t neglect this
'
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phase, nor continually to "sell" staff members, for their
acquis sence is vital to successful operation of the committees.
The approval of the military commander alone is not enough).
You are on pretty thin ice now; skate carefully. Your
"ace in the hole” is that these committees can help produce a
top-notch organization. They are necessary because the normal
routine channels actually fail to provide a ready flow for
certain necessary information "up" the chain of command. This
is true either because an intermediate "boss" will not pass
the information along (it might reflect on his way of doing
things and thus affect his efficiency rating), or because the
individual airmen, officers, and civilian employees concerned
want to avoid reputations as "gripers", or because they feel
that complaining will do no good. It is vital, then, that you
convince the commander that he must conduct this function with
betterment of the outfit to the forefront; that personalities
must stay out of the picture, and that down-rating of staff
members or punitive measures against "slackers" are not the
purpose of this function. (If this spirit does not pervade the
entire operation, you had better let well enough alone. Any
other approach could well tear an organization apart through
suspicion, distrust, and fear).
Now, how do you get these committees started? l/e
suggest that you start with the junior officer group first.
Handpick the members. Get them together and explain the
purpose: to discuss public and community relations problems
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and what to do about them. Tell them the "old man" and his
staff are behind the idea. Then toss them one of your problems
to chew over.
This is a crucial moment, as are the next few meetings.
You will have to be present to keep the thing going. Once the
awkward first moments are over and the "feeling" of the thing
(what they're to do, how they can help, and why) gets across
to them, you will be surprised how many valuable public rela-*
tions ideas men like these can have.
Bring this group along slowly and let it develop as fast
as the members adapt to it. Let the members make their own
plans on where to hold meetings, how to conduct them, etc.
Modify this growth and the subjects being tackled with your
knowledge of how far the commander and his staff have come to
accept the group's work. Don't rush either the committee or
the staff. You remain in the picture only as a sort of
moderator and never try to dominate the group or their dis-
cussions. (Remember you want their ideas, not yours ) . Keep
supplying material for their investigation and discussion until
they are ready for and start suggesting their own subject
material.
As this committee’ begins to bring forward worthwhile
ideas, have the ideas put in the form of a recommendation and
you take them to the commander. Again you are at a crucial
point. If the commander continually rejects these ideas point
blank, the committee's interest will drop off ~nd finally cease
altogether. Yhen an idea is rejected, you should carry the

idea back to the originating committee with an explanation of
why it is unacceptable. (This can be varied Is ter by having a
top staff member do this job). Perhaps the only fault is that
the situation has been inadequately described or there are in-
sufficient facts. In either case, perhaps the committee can
re-work the idea, and then submit if again.
You should try to pet the committee working on ideas
that have a chance for acceptance, ’.'hen a good practical idea
comes forward the commander should --'resent it to his staff for
their comment, necessary modification, and action.
As the first group begins to be "sold" on this method of
operation, you will find that you will be presented with nature,
openings for starting the other groups. The word about this
committee and the work it is doing will spread around the base
if you have done a good job of laying the groundwork. So let
the other groups begin naturally, as the first group's ’’sales
appeal" permeates the rest of the base.
hhat can you expect as the results of such an operation
on your base?
The first and probably the most important result is
that the public relations committees will open up a new channel
of communication "up". It will bring key problems to the
attention of the commander and his staff -- the -eople who can
solve these problems. (The information that the committees
will forward has always been available on the b.'-se but this
method will assure that it gets where it will do the most good.)

Strangely enough, you will find that another result will
be to open a necessary channel of communication "down."
commander and his staff may, for example, find that these
committees are useful for discussion of proposed policies by
the very men who have to implement those policies. This can
result in better policies and "the effective work atmosphere"
to which Admiral Hague (cited earlier in this chapter) referred,
It is a well-known fact that policies that are forced arbitra-
ily on subordinate units (even though arbitrariness was net
intended) usually result in compliance with the letter, and not
the spirit, of the directive.
This technique will also give the committee members a
sense of participation, the "feeling of belonging" so necessary!
to good employee relations. Although these are not "complaint"
boards in the same sense as the Base Air Inspector's complaint
sessions are,^ the members of the committees will hear about
the sore spots and suggestions for their improvement from other
members of the command. In this way the existence of the com-
mittees will help to spread the sense of participation to other
members of the command. (The key to this "sense of participa-
te o
^ xhe work we suggest for these committees will replace, in
large measure, the Base Air Inspector's "complaint
sessions". He feel that the latter sessions are ineffect-
ual in sponsoring a good work atmosphere and are extremely
limited In their ability to ferret out the real sources of
irritation on a base. Very few constructive suggestions
come from Air Inspector's sessions since the personnel who
have constructive suggestions to make ordinarily avoid such
sessions to keep from being classified a "chronic griper."
1.
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tion", incidentally, is the approval of the commander and his
staff for the committees to meet "on their own" without super-
visory personnel present. This has the secondary effect of
keeping the recommendations of the committees moderate and
reasonable in nature. The members will recognize that their
suggestions will have to be sensible in order to be acceptable).
Another, and indirect, result of the ooeration of public
relations committees is that the bringing together of members
of tenant units will more than repay the effort in starting the
committees. Working together as a team to iron out difficulties,
these people will begin to recognize that "other people have
problems too"; they will get to know each other, and they will
begin to feel less sorry for themselves about their "bad
shakes" on office space, housing, and so forth. They will carry
this feeling back to their own units.
A final by-product of the public relations committees
will be an increased public relations consciousness in your
command. So this becomes an educational device, too, with the
education spreading from top to bottom, as it properly should.
(NOTE: The public relations committee can also be used
to advantage by numbered Air Force and larger commands.
In these cases the members of the committees might well
be base and larger unit commanders, or their deputies.)
It is also strongly recommended that a PIO Council be
formed in communities where more than one Air Force unit — or
an Air Force unit and other elements of the Armed Forces — are
-.
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stationed. As mentioned in Chapter III, Community Relations in
the Air Force Today, such a council can be highly valuable for
discussion or mutual problems, metnods of cooperation, and for
delineation of puDllc relations responsibility and coverage.
4 . Air Force community relations must be based on a
sincere desire to make your organization an integral
•part or rne communit.y, not on a desire to impress the
community .
Application of this principle may require a new way of
thinking about base-community relationships. It is a course of
action diametrically opposed to that, for example, of pub-
licizing the importance to the community of the military pay-
roll. It requires that you ask yourself: "What can we do to
hold up our end of the community load?", "What are we doing to
make the community a better place in which to live, work, and
play?"
The answers to these questions are the PIO's to decide.
Re knows the local picture. He knows his own and his base's
potentials. The application of this principle was discussed
quite thoroughly in Chapter III, Community Relations in the
Air Force Today, but it remains for the individual PIO to put
the principle to work on the ground he knows best.
Frankly, making your base an integral part of the com-
munity is a matter of enlightened selfishness. (Although it
would never do to pose your efforts as such). This is the peg
on which you can hang your argument for more base participation
in community life. If your base's efforts make the community
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a better place in which to live, both your people and the
community's people profit. (And the Air Force people who follow
you will profit). The same is true if you make your base a
real "neighbor" instead of an unknown transient element in the
community. Townspeople will grow to like and accept Air Force
people as welcome additions to the community, and the Air Force
people will benefit directly from the pleasant living conditions
that result.
Again (as in all public relations work) this is largely
a matter of persuasion and behind-the-scenes salesmanship. You
must take the lead in educating base personnel on the "why" and
"how" of participating in community life. It will be another
tough job.
You cannot expect immediate or even fast results.
Attitudes and ways of living change slowly. The change will
come slowly, subtly, and is better that way. Too rapid a
change might "upset" the community, might make the townspeople
wonder what is happening, make them suspicious of being the
"victims" of an Air Force "propaganda campaign" (which it most
certainly is notJ).
So canvas your base for the airmen and officers who can
begin this job for you. How about that personable Operations
Officer? And the Squadron Commander you heard about only this
morning, the one who is active in the Parent-Teachers Associa-
tion in town? Don't forget the airman who is a scout leader,
or the one who works with several hobby clubs. Snoop around
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until you find a couple of Air Force wives who are community-
minded, too. This is the starting lineup of your community
relations H team.’ 1
Get your team together informally and discuss ways and
means. Use them as valuable aides in your job of educating
other base personnel. Let them help you in your planning.
This will not only relieve you of a lot of xrork, it will result
in sounder, better-rounded plans.
A word of caution: Remember that community relations
can be overdone . Your base could become so active in advancing
its cause that it would be made the point of suspicion by the
community.'
There is a "sub-principle" of community relations in-
volved here:
1. Community relations is the job of every man on the
base .
This is one of those never-get-beyond-the-policy-stage
policies. It is one of those things a lot of us in Air Force
public relations have long been aware of but seldom put into
practice. Yet there is an important reason why this is a
vital part of "making your base an integral part of the
community .
"
In a word, community relations is most effective if its
expressions come from the people of an organization rather than
from the organization's public relations representative. The
point is obvious: the public relations person is "tagged" as
a "salesman" for his organization and his public activities
..
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are likely to be discounted by the public. A growing number of
professional public relations consultants are becoming aware of
this fact.
The Air Force FIO must remain in the background — "on
tap but not on top" — as the persuader, the educator, the
public relations planner. He must become more and more the
behind-the-scenes worker if his work is to be most effective.
He must appear as the public relations representative of his
organization only in the planning; — seldom in the nubile —
stages of public or community relations operations,
conducts his business as we suggest here, he will have no time
for anything else.'
5. Air Force community relations must be based on
action, not words alone .
lThat your organization doe
s
is more important than what
you say it does vi s publicity devices, press relea.ses, speeches
and so forth. Although effective communication and a ready
flow of information about your organization are necessary in
community relations, making your organization sound within
comes first. You cannot do a lasting job by painting a house
when what is needed first is removal of termites. Similarly,
mountains of "information" cannot cover up unsound policies
and practices.
Listen to the President of International Harvester
Company;
I have always believed that public relations basically
is something we do and not something we say. There has to
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be action. Words are fine. Words are important. But they
ore no good until something has been done, either by the
adoption of a policy or by the execution of a policy. Words
cannot be a substitute for acts.--
We do not mean to infer that an Air Force PIO would make
a false statement about his organization. The emphasis here is
on making your organization a better organization. We believe
that the course of action recommended in this chapter will help
to make your organization better.
When you can honestly say that there is nothing about or
in your outfit that you would hide from the public gaze, when
you have reached the point where all of the facts about your
organization (save only those affecting the national security)
can be spread out on the table for the appraisal of the American
people; then — and only then — have you re hed your goal:
If an organization enjoys the complete confidence of the
people of a community -- a confidence which has been gained
through the public's looking at the facts — a large per-
centage of its problems are over. 52
We agree with the reader. This is indeed a "whale 11 of
a big job we have outlined. WTe stand by our guns, however;
this program can be handled within the capabilities of your
office, even if that office is temporarily a one-man "show."
Remember that you don't have to do this all at once. G-o
slowly! There’s no hurry. If you do your job right, you'll
^John L. 1-lcCaffery, "What Industry Expects from Public Rela-
tions", The Public Relations Journal
. 5:1, March 1949. p. -1.
52ivy Lee, Jr., "Facing the Facts", The Public Relations
Journal, 4:9, September 1943. p. 23.
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get helpers — official and unofficial, assigned and unassigned.
If you only dent the surface in your short two or three-
year assignment you will have made a major contribution to the
cause of Air Force community relations. . .provided your successoi
carries on and makes the dent deeper.
..
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE ON COMMUNITY RELATIONS
1.
Is it company policy to make a f ormal study of
communities adjacent to your plants, stores, etc.? Why?
a. Indicate method used in 1. (e.g. format, areas
of investigation such as ’'Historical", "Economic", etc.)
b. How is this material kept current?
c. Of what specific use or value is this material?
2,
Have you evolved a set of basic principles in
community relations work? i/hat are they?
3.
How do you discover sources of friction between your
plants or stores and the communities?
a. Is this method effective?
4.
Comment on the importance of community relations in
the over-all PR program.
5.
Indicate what you feel are outstanding examples (in
your organization) of getting your story across to the
community.
6.
In your opinion, what is the relative importance of
your employee in the community relations job?
a. How do you make sure the employee is equipped
to do this job?
b. Comment on the importance of the plant manager
and his key executives being active participants in
civic affairs.
ill.

Appendix A - Continued
FIRMS CONTACTED IN SURVEY
Organization * Location
Aluminum Company of America Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company
New York, New York
Bank of America Los Angeles, California
E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and
Company
w i lm ing t on
,
Delawar
e
Esso Standard Oil Company New York, New York
Ford Motor Company Dearborn, Michigan
General Electric Company New York, New York
General Motors Corporations Detroit, Michigan
H. P. Hood and Sons Boston, Massachusetts
R. G. leTourneau, Incorporated Peoria, Illinois
Monsanto Chemical Company St. Louis, Missouri
Sears, Roebuck and Company Chicago, Illinois
The Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company
Akron, Ohio
The Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company
Akron, Ohio
The General Tire and Rubber
Company
Akron, Ohio
The Studebaker Company South Bend, Indiana
United States Rubber Company New York, New York
United States Steel Corporation New York, New York
Valley National Bank Phoenix, Arizona
,.
,
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APPENDIX B

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF PUBLIC RELATIONS
BOSTON, MASS.
17 April 1949
Dear PIO:
We are writing this letter to enlist your aid in a
project which we have underway.
We are candidates for an M. S. degree at the School of
Public Relations, Boston University. For our thesis topic we
have chosen the subject of Community Relations in the Air Force.
Cur ultimate goal is to prepare a practical guide in this field.
We intend to explore the subject in both the Air Force and in
industry. In this way we hope to obtain a synthesis of the best
that is now practiced. We intend further to investigate the
available literature on the subject.
Our intent is to visit as many installations as possible
so that we can obtain information firsthand. We will be able
to visit only a small portion of the total number due to the
time and distance elements. To make certain we have covered the
entire field, we have prepared a questionnaire which covers the
questions we ask on our field trips.
We realize that the questionnaire is somewhat long, and
in some cases, difficult to answer for one reason or another.
However, we will treat all answers in strictest confidence. If
you feel that you are unable to answer any particular question,
please go ahead with the remainder of the questions. We hope
to get as complete an opinion on the subject as possible.
Naturally, we appreciate greatly any help that you can
give us on the subject. If you feel that we should have in-
cluded questions other than the ones we did, please go ahead
and give us the questions and the answers. We would like any
comment you feel like making; .1
Thank you for your time and cooperation.
) s/G-eorge W. Croker s/Stephen G-. Saltzman
Lt. Col., USAF Capt., USAF
1 incl.
:
Copy of questionnaire
vi.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON COMMUNITY RELATIONS
EASE UNIT
1. ORGANIZATION OF OFFICE :
A. What is your authorization by grade and rank, including
civilians?
B. ' As an average, what percentage of your authorization is
filled?
C. Diagram internal office organization and show relation
of office to the CO or CG:
D. Comment on the PR experience among personnel in your
office at the time of your assignment:
E. Was information on file in office which would have per-
mitted you to '’take-over" without appreciable loss in
efficiency had not personnel familiar with situation
been on hand to guide you? Comment on this subject:
F. Is your primary duty PIG? If not, what are your addi-
tional duties?
2
. coiliunity study and analysis
A. Indicate following with respect to community (or
communities) with which you actively deal:
POPULATION NILES FROM BASE
B. Have you made, or has there been made by your office,
a formal study of the community? If so, how is this
information maintained current and available?
vii.

o COhhUYIIY STUDY AITD ANALYSIS (cont'd)
G. Ou t e method used in B. (Format, areas of interes
such as economics, historical, etc.):
3. PARTI CIPATICY IN COIIYUHITY LIFE
A. Do you consider your command an active part of the
community? Why
?
3. What part do you play in keeping personnel at your
base informed about the community? How? Is it
effective?
0. List civic groups with which you work most closely:
D. Why did you happen to begin relations with groups
in C?
F. Indicate the method you use to maintain contact with
organizations and/or individuals in community?
F. In what community activity does the base commander
participate the most? In what other activities does
he participate?
C-. In what community activities do a considerable
portion of officers and men participate?
Y. Do wives and families of military personnel partici-
pate actively in community affairs? Which affairs?

PARTICIPATION IN CCNLTNIT' r LIFE (cont'd)
I. Indicate which special staff “members know and work
with their 11 opposite numbers" in the community
(i.e., Provost Marshal with Police Chief and
Chaplain with local clergy):
J. How do you find out about the sources of friction
between military and community? Do these methods
keep you adequately informed on such matters?
K. Indicate relations of base with Air Force Reserve
personnel in the community, including those not in
organized units:
L. Does any kind of civilian-military advisory
committee function? If so, is it effective? What
is it called?
RTLATIC~' T S NIT T-T ^TEE^ ELEL^TC "T API.'ED TORCH S
kith other elements of USAF
A. Indicate other units of Air Force in communit3r
area other than on your brse:
UNIT LOCATION kITH RESPECT TO EASE
B. Do you coordinate, and cooperate in, community
relations matters with units in A?
C. Indicate any problems which have arisen by
presence locally of other Air Force units:
Indicate other units of Air Force on ^ rour base

4. RELATIONS FTTH OTHER ELEHEHTS OF APT .'ED FORCES - Continued
E. Co you coordinate, and cooperate in, community
relations matters with units in D? Comment on
the importance of this procedure in your case:
F. Indicate any problems which have arisen by
presence on your base of other Air Force units:
Fith other elements of Armed Forces (Army, Navy, Harlnes,
Const G-nard)
Gr. Indicate other elements of Armed Forces present
in your community area:
ELEMENT LOCATION FITK RESPECT TO BASE
Do you cooperate in community relations matters
with elements in G-?
I. Indicate any difficulties which were the result
of failure to cooperate:
5. POLICY
A. Do you participate in policy-making in your
command?
B. What action do you take when announced policy
from higher headquarters operates against the
best interest of community relations? Cite
instances:
C. Do you utilize USAF authority to go "out of
channels" in PR matters? Cite instances and
give causes.

5. POLICY - Continued
D. Is information on PP. matters which, you consider
of importance to USAF forwarded to that Hq?
Through what channels?
A. What proportion of a PIO’s effort should be
devoted to community relations? What part of
your own effort is devoted to community relations?
If there is a difference, why?
E. Indicate any outstanding examples of getting
your story across to the community (open houses,
publicity, press releases, etc.):
ADD AWY REMARKS YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE TO T"E sudjectj
6. MISCELLANEOUS
xi.
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LIST OF AIR FORCE PIOs RESPONDING- TO QUESTIONNAIRE
AIR LATERTEL COMMAND
1. HQ Air Materiel Command, Mright-Patterson AFB
2. USAF Institute of Technology, Mright-Patterson AFB
3. San Bernadino Air Depot, San Bernadino AFB
4. Warner-Robins Air Materiel Area, Manner-Robins AFB
5. Oklahoma City Air Materiel Area, Tinker AFB
6. Mobile Air Materiel Area, Brookley AFB
7. San Antonio Air Materiel Area., Kelly AFB
8. 2751st AFBU, Griffis AFB
9. 3151st Electronics Station, Mat son Laboratories, M. J.
10. USAF Exhibit Unit, Wright-Pat terson AFB
11. 830th AF Special Depot, Memphis, Tennessee
12. Ogden Air Materiel Area, Hill AFB
13. Sacramento Air Materiel Area, McClellan AFB
AIR TRAINING COIN OVID
14. HQ Air Training Command, Barksdale AFB
15 . Lowry AFE
16. Keesler AFB
17. HQ Flying Division, Randolph AFB
13. Perrin AFB
19. Mather AFB
20. Connally AFB
x-iIR UNIVERSITY
21.
3820th Air University Wing, Tyndall AFB
CONTINENTAL nlR .COHORT
22. HQ Continental Air Command, Mitchel AFB
23. HQ Tactical Air Command, Langley A^B
24. HQ Ninth Air Force, Langley AFB
25. 56th Fighter Wing, Selfridge AFB
26. 47th Bombardment Ming (Jet), Barksdale AFB
27. 332nd Fighter Ming, Lockbourne AFB
28. 314th Troop Carrier Ming, Smyrna AFB
22. 52nd Fighter Ming, Mitchel AFB
30. 14th Fighter Ming, Dow AFE
31. Shaw AFB
32. Orlando AFB
33. 2229th AFRTC, Griffis AFB
34. 2234th AFRTC, Hanscom Airport, Bedford, Massachusetts
35. 2240th AFRTC, Cleveland Municipal Airport
xii
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CC1~T1"E! TTAL at:-7. CCIT'A'N? - Continued
35. 2348th AFRTC, Davis-Monthan AFB
' 7. 2465th AFRTC, Wold-Chamberlain Field, Minneapolis,
38. 2466th AFRTC, Stout AFB
39. 2471st AFRTC, Chi cago-Orchard Airport, Illinois
40. 2472nd AFRTC, Fairfax Field, Kansas City, Kansas
41. 2596th AFRTC, Hensley Field, Dallas, Texas
42. 516th Troop Carrier '.ring, Greenville AFB
43. 2594th AF CRD, Camp LeRoy Johnson, New Orleans, La
HRADQNARTER s COMMAND
4
HQ Command, Bolling AFB
MILITARY ^TR TRANSPORT SERNT CE
45. HQ Atlantic Ring, We stover AFB
46. 1604th Air Eo.se Croup, Bermuda
h 1602nd Air Transport w
,
Wiesbaden, Germany
48. 1702nd Air Transport Croup, Wright-Patterson AFB
49. 1227th Air Base Croup, Newfoundland
STRATBGIC AIR COM 'AND
50. HQ Strategic Air Command, Cffutt AFB
51. HQ Eighth Air Force, Carswell AFB
52. March AFB
53. 31st Fighter Wing, Turner AFB
54. 97th Bombardment Wing, Biggs AFB
55. 301st Bombardment Wing, Smoky Hill AFB
56. 507th Bombardment Wing, MacDill AF]
CARIBBEAN AIR COWA'T
57. HQ Caribbean Air Command, Albrook AFB
58. Panama Air Deoot, Curundu Heights, C. Z.
59. 23rd Fighter Wing, Howard AFB
FAR BAST AIR FORCES
60. HQ Far East Air Forces, Tokyo
61. HQ Fifth Air Force, Nagoya AFB
62. 3rd Bombardment Wing, Yokata AFB
63. 35th Fighter Wing, Johnson AFB
64. 314th Air Division, Johnson AFB
Minn.
xiii .
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THIRD AIR DIVISION
55, KQ, Third Air Division, Middlesex,
yi ir
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APPENDIX C
STAFF OFFICERS 11 OPPOSITE NUMBER" RELATIONSHIPS
The following list of "opposite number" relationships
between Air Force staff officers and their civilian counter-
parts in the adjacent community has been suggested by PIOs
responding to our questionnaire:
Commanding officer — Mayor
C-overnor
Fey business, civic, and organization
"heads"
.
Operations officer — Local Civilian Aeronautics
Authority, airlines, and airport
authorities.
Maintenance and
supply officer -- Public utilities
Fire marshal — Fire department
Signal officer — Local branch of telephone company
Comptroller — Banks
Motor pool officer — Traffic director
Local bus lines
C-round safety
officer — Local public safety engineers.
Post restaurant
officer -- Local restaurants
Legal officer — Local attorneys and judges
Air installation
officer — Local contractors
Commissary officer -- Local markets
Medical officers -- Local doctors
County health officer
xvi .
:.
Provost marshal — Local police
State police
Special services
officer — USO
YNCA - YNCA
ymha - t::ha
Local recreation directors
Public information
officer — Newspaper and radio
Professional public relations people
Civic, fraternal, business, and
social organizations
DDT spray unit
officer — U. S. Biological Survey
Re sorts
This represents only a partial listing of cross-
relationships that the PIO should encourage between staff
officers and their civilian counterparts. The list can be
emended as necessary to cover the local scene.
:vii
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APPENDIX D
A TESTED C nTTTACT FILE
One of the authors has used the following method of
filing information on "contact", found it to work to satis-
faction:
Each individual or organization is kept track of on a
separate 5" x 7" card. Certain "vital statistics" are
entered on this card as indicated on example below. As
each "contact" is made with organization or individual
concerned, a brief resume of the circumstances is entered
on the card, together with the date of the "contact". This
resume should indicate, among other things, who did what
for whom, so that a complete stranger can tell, from look-
ing at the card, the "history" of the contact and what
approach should be made to the next contact.
EXAMPLE
Jones, John J.
Lawyer (Jones, Jones A Jones)
Commander, VFH Post #00
Chairman, Rotary Club
Member — Kiwanis, Rotary
Lions, VFW.
Address
:
Business
he sidence
Phone
:
Business
Residence
(A great "Joiner". Affable, friendly, but apt to be gruff
if busy. Knows everybody and is highly regarded as a
member of the community.)*
1. 26 August 48. Re called for assistance on Comm. Fund drive.
Promised him full coop. (See File .000)
2. 15 December 48. In his office for informal chat.
3. 3 March 49. He phoned to tell us acft engine runup disturb
church services. (See File .001)
The advantages of having a running commentary like this
* If an organization, enter here a brief on importance in
community, type of work they do, attitudes, etc.
xix.
.
"conversation" for openingcan easily be seen. It makes
telephone calls, letters, and visits, and gives you a lead on
approach, what you can expect, etc. It also gives you a handy
method for checking when you last contacted these organizations
and individuals, a method that your secretary or clerk can
handle with no difficulty. You might work out a system of
colored tabs, using a different color for each month in the
year, to make for easy operation.
*.
.
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